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C. H . BUTLER

W . F . ANDREWS

P. D. McIN'TYRE

Factory Supt.
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Waterman's Fount.ain Peni.
Parker Fountain P ens
Waterman's Pencils
Parker Pencils
E,•ersha rp P encils
E versharp P ens

Class Pins
Class Rings
Prize Meda ls
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STUDENTS' SCHOOL NEEDS
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WHEN SPECIAL CL ASS PlNS OR RINGS ARE REQUIRED, LET US SUBMJ'r
DESIGNS .AND PRICES.
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LECTRIC energy whith a few years ago was
looked upon as a luxury to be enjoyed only by
the few. has-owing to the low cost made possible by
Hydro-become an ever increasing nec~ssity.

•..
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16,000 consumers in Windsor use 27,000 H .P.an incr ease of mor e than 500 per cent. in six years.
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Windsor Hydro-El'ectric
System
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The Long Hardware Co.
LIMI TE D
1:3 WYANDOTTE STREET, W ALKI~RVILLJ£
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Builders' Supplies
Wm. Woollatt & Sons, Limited

L ________________J
I

109 Ottawa Street. \Valkcrviile

Burnside 1700

·- -------------·-·------,
Enjoy the Privilege and Convenience of a
Mccreery Charge Account for
Blue White Perfect Diamonds
Gruen Ladies' and Gents' Watches
Elgin Watches
Community Si1vcr ware
Clocks, Cut Glass, China and Jewclry
$5.00 ( 'ash op1•ns your m·t·ount nt our stort>. Pay hulunct• wt>ckl~.
No inter est-no e.xtras. Your money refunclc<i if you
can b uy cheaper for t·ash.

w.
I

H. Mccreery, Limited

I

.Jewel~rs
i ts OUELLE'fYl'E AVENUE
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Seneca 475
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G~1 Lafayette Bldg..
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Guitars

Banjos
Mandolins
Ukelelcs

; P. J. Tschirhart

Pnhlic Accountant
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Violins
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FACULTIES:-ARTS, (including Sciences and Commerce).
Medicine, Applied Science and Engineering, Household
Science. Forestry, Education (Ontario College of Education),
Music, School of Graduate Studies, and Dentistry.

j

i
i.

An attractiYe two-year course leading to a diploma in
Occupational Therapy is offered to young women of eighteen
years or over "·ho have full Pass Matriculation standing.

1

For Bulletins on courses in Pure Sciences, in Applied Scicnee and Engineering, ancl in Occupational Therapy, write to
t.h e
Director, University Extension,
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UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO,
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TORONTO 5, ONTARIO
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The Provincial University of Ontario

~!~•:•

QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY
Ifiingston, O)nhtrio
Estahlished by Royal Charter, 18-H.

FACULTIES
Course~ in Arb and Commerce leading to the degrees
of B.A., l\I.A .. B.Com., Ph.D.
Applied Science-Courses leading to the degrees of B.Sc., and
M.Sc. in Chemistry, Mineralogy and Geology, Physics
and in Mining, Chemical, Civil, .Mechanical, and Electrical Enginee1·ing. A school of Navigation duling JanARTS

uary and February.
MEDICINE-Courses leading to the degrees of M.D., C.M.,
anrl io the Diploma of Public Health.

ADVANTAGES

r,·,,·

Kingston i;i 11 smnll <'ity
from Lh<· ,li,lr111·tlons nnd t.em11tnlions or the larger
centres; thu <'Ost of living i~ relatively low; th,• llY!tt•rn of sLu,lt.-nt. st•lr-gov,•rnm<'nt
d,·1 l'lo1•• initintin•, lendc•rshil' nn,I res11onsibility: lur'J(e dtl.l!ses nrc subdi\"irled so thut
,·a("h stu,1,•nt rc<"t'iv,•i iml,virlunl 11tlent10n; ci11le11did lahornturi<'S iu coll,,te nnd hospital•
fur m,~li,·ul 11t,uh•nl,1; q,w.,n',i lihrnr) i;i u11,•x<"l'lled in Cantuln; a well~uiµp,·d rcsid<•tt,·c Cur "om,•n itu,I, nt.s h11~ ,·...,entl) l><:t-n comph·t••I; 11 builtling for ~tu,Jcnta' Union
nu,, unrh.1 r "'•c;nRtru~tinn.
0

Write for a Calendar ,1f the Faculty in which you are interested.

,v. E. McNEILL, M.A., Ph.D., Registrar
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~rhnul illra~ititnts
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-,,. IIE Bridge has been begun !
\l.,- The long looked for Bridge
that is to unite the Border Citie:and Detroit, Canada and the United States, in bonds of commerce
and friendship. For months an
army of workmen has been employed night ancl day; and yet a visit
lo the ::-cene of operations shows
not a sign of the structure that is
to span the noble Detroit. What
have l 1h e workmen been doing
these 1ong months! They have been
hi~·ing the foundations deep a n cl
strong for the mighty superstruc-

ture they must Lear.
The Te1.:hnical School is endeavouring to impart to the boys
and girls who throng its halls
MR \\. D. LO'\VE, M.A.
knowledge and skill that will enable them to lead useful and happy live!-! in Uw world of busincs~ alitl
industry: But the task will be incompletP unless at the sanw time thr•
.foundations are laid, upon which any sut·ccs:,; that b to em111re must
n•sl. U11rightness. honesty, industry, co11ragr. heerfulness-all thaL we
nwan IJ~, Character-these arc the founda 10n :;tones upon vhich we mm;t
liuild.
And of all the agencies in school that most help or hinder ihe f rn111lio11 of eharacter, none is more potent 1han :-chool tradition:,;.
Our
::·chool is ,·ery new, its tradition}! a1·e in the making. so that t hL' boys a11d
girls of to-clay have a gloriuus op·1mrtunit~· and a gn•at responsibility iii
ensuring that in the Windsor-Walkerville Technieal School only the he:-;t
traditions may be established. Traditions of in<lustrr-for the world
has no honours for the shirker; of courtesv and c<>Ih,idPration for other:-;
of sportsmanship, that always plays the in~m<' whet her winning or losi11g;
<,f touragc in the fal'e of cliffi<:ulties; of cheerfulness, e, en whPn thing:;
go wrong; of modesty and purity .

.

What an ideal place our
Httch traditions as these! How
to tlw dayi:; spent here!' Roy~
the making! Ll't us see to it

school will be if WP can C'Stahlish firmly
fond!~· shall we look back in future years
and girl:; of Tech! Our tradition~ arc in
that tlwy arc worthy traditions!

,v.

D. LOWE,
Principal
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TgACII1NG ST.\F'F
Bitl'k Row-Miss E. C1·agg, Miss A. Donaldson, )Ir. E ..T. Sirrs, Miss G. Green, B.A.,
Mr. P. Bennett, B.A.Sc., .\lr. G. Ad.:elt, B.A., Mr. C. Mc<'.11lum, B.A., Mr. F. J<~.
,Johnston, B.A.Sc., Miss M. Belton, B ..\., ::\lcss1·s. E. Shl'ier, J. Il. Heard, R. T.
Vincent.
Middle Row-Mr. J. J. Woo1l, B.A., ;\liss l\1. Connert.y, B.A., :Miss J . Beasley, B.A., Mr.
J. F. O'Neill, Mrs. C. Campeau, R.N., )Jr. C. H. :\fontrose. B.A.Sc., Mr. G.
F. Dean, B.A., Miss 0. Fritz, l\fr. D. :\L Se.ll:gie, .Miss E. LeBoeuf.
Front Row-Mr. A. D. R. Frai-er, B.A.Sc.. }Irs. E. Fonl-Firby, Mrs. M. l1cintyre,
)lrs. :'IL McGiffen, )riss ;\I. O'Honnghuc. M.A., )It-. D. W. Lowe, M.A., (Prinil·ipal). Mr. S. R. Ross, <'.E., :\liss C. Breed, Mr. K C. Srigley, l\liss D. llealtiC',
Mr. N. F. Monison, B.A., l\li:-;s 0. Bri,.:-ham.
Abscnt--Mr. F. J . McGrath, 11. Il'\'ine Wilt•y, l'II.D., School Medical Officer.

\\'. D. Lowe, M. A....................... Principal
S. R. Ross, C. E.
Dirc·ctor of Tcl'hnit·al Wol'k
1<:. C. Sriglcy
Head o{ Commercial Dt:'parlnwnt
Mary O'Donoghuc, M. A.
Dean of Girls, Hi~tory
Charles Adi-ell, B.,\.···· EnJi:fo,h Litcmturc
,Jean Beai1ley, B.A.
Physit-al Trainin~ fo1· Girls. IT. Sc.
Damares Beattie .................... O,·essmaking
Mildred Belton, B.A ....... Library, Englisl1
P. Bennett, B.A.Se............... Mathematics
Gladys Breed .............. Household Scien<'e
Olvetta Brigham ...................... Commercial
Claire Campeau, R.N., Nur:-;e, Fil'st Aid
May Connerty, B.A..
En11:lish, P hysical Trainin!! fo1· (~irls
L' t e 11e
Crag-g .......................... Co1•1n1orc1·a1
r,s
, ...
George ft'. Dean, B.A........... Commercial
Alta Donaldson ........................ Commercial
l\frs. Emma Ford-Firby ........ Commercial

A. ll. It J1'r11~cr, H.A.S<'............. Science
Olive l~ril7. ................................ Commercial
G1·rtrutlc Green, H.A ..... History, English
W. llarnwn, B.A.Sc.
Science, Physical Training
,J. H. IIPard, Pattern Making and Foundry
F. K .l oh n~on. B.A.Sc. Applied Elcc·lricit.y
Emilie Lt>B1><'uf ...................... Frcncl1, Art;
Clauclc M{'Callum, B..A.
Physical Trainin,.:- for Boys
J,'• .J. Mt·Grath .... Mndiine Shop Pral'tict
Mahcl Ml'Giffcrn ........................ Commercial
!\label Mdntyre ............................ :\1illincry
C'. IJ. ~fontrose, B.A.8c....... Draugliting
N. F. l\lorri:son, B.A ................. Geography
,J, I•'. O'Neill ............ Sheet Metal Practil-c
n. :.1. Seg,.:-i(• .............................. Carpentry
'1 h ·
K Shrier .............. Aul.omobile •• cc .llllt'S
K .T. Sirn; .................................. Arithml'iic
n. T. Vincent, ::\tachine Shop, Draughtinr.<
,J, .J. Wood, R.A ..... Economic:; and History
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Ours ii:; a pioneer movement. \re belong to a type of school that
is new, that is distinctively of this agl' and. therefore, shares in common
with all pioneer movements thoRe qualities that mark all ventures in new
fields-vision, initiative, trial, daring, labour. c,·en failure, that failure
that "falls to rise again'' because of faith in the vision.
Our Year Book is a record of our attempt along various lines and
in many directions, to build up within our walls a type of school-life and
of education that will meet the needs of the age in which we live. Those
who come after will see clearly where we have failed and will profit thereby. They will also, we foe! sure, realize that we strove earnestly to give
them the fruits of our labour.
''And yet the road is ours and never their~.
Is not one joy on us alone bestowed'?

li'or

Ul'i

the i\laster Joy, oh Pioneers,

We shall not travel, but we make the roacl."

M. Belton.
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Prize Editorial-Maude 11olding-C:3A.
As the flag is to a connt1·y, so the school pin is to a school. The
flag is the i:iymhol of all that is true and noble in a country, and Ro the
1,in stands for all tlrnt h, noble in a school.
The Wiml::;01· \Valken·ille Technical School has its sc·hool pin-just
a litll(' silver pin decorated in red and blue hearing the gilded lettel's W.
W.1'. But it is of more than sterling worth to Technical sludenls. We
,,•ear it gladly, with befitting pride, for does it not stancl for the devotion,
loyalty, ancl interest we gi\'e to our school?
When we wear it, we must do no action that may sully its reput atinn or its honour. \Ve must al't like courageous ancl honourahle Tel'hnic.:al sl udenb, and thu:- show thP true spirit c,f Our Sehool.

1 pity our poor .Janitors,
As all g-ood people must;
For c,·cry morn the good old souls
Again return to dust.

He's not such a Lad fellow, after all. He gets cross at us, of course,
for dropping gum and chu<.'olate bar wrappers on his cleanly-s\\:ept floorR- hut then we get cross at much more tl'ifling things, sometimes.
But he can take a joke, too. When we kid him along. he jui:il
laoghs it off, or flings back an equally effective answer.
His jol> hm'l what it's cracked up to be, either. Think of polishing
cJoor-knobs and cleaning windows all clay long, with a few half-mile trips
pushing a hl'oom around and carrying a pail of sawdust, while we sit and
worry our brains as to how we can gel oul of doing some of the work
that we know ought to be done.
The janitor, however, is wiser than we are and goes to work with
a will.

After all. he h; a pretf y good sport-salute him, Tech!
AUDREY GLENDENNINf;

Olou(H'ntion of ~t'ron~ary ~ rl1ool l::ttitnrs
011 :November 17th, the C. N. R. train headed for Toronto carried
with it two passengers from the Windsor-\\'alkerville Technical School,
who were destined to attend the Seco11cl Annual Conventio11 of the Ontario Secondary School Editors.
'fhe convention ii; held yearly by the Sigma Delta Phi for the purpose of aiding School ~~ditori; with their publications. The convention
was composed of lectures, field trips, and a banquet gi\·en by the Toronto
tlow11town press.

The Wincbor-Walkerville Technical s~hool Year Book
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Some of the lechu-ers were l\lr. C. Il. ,J. Snider, News Editor of
lhe ·•c,;vening Tt•legram"; .\lr. Gardi11er. who ga\'e an illustrated lecture:
011 Photo I•;ngradng uspcl in clifft>rent classes of publication:-.: 1\fo:1s Mona
Clal'k, editor of the ''Cossip": Miss l\T. t<::. McPherson, t~ditor of the "Busi1wss Workmen"; Gregory Clarke, of the ·'Star Weekly"; Hector Charlesworth. managing editor of the "Saturc!a~· Night"; John 1\1. Elson, an
author: l\Iark L. Haas, cirtulation cdiloi- of "American Boy; and l\Ir.
.i. P. S. Nelhe1·1·ott, or London. who led thl' clis(.'ussion. The field trip was
mad«' to se,·t•ral different pla1·t•:-:. onP ot' whi('h was ,;\leLean':,; i\l agazint:>.
Tlw hatHJUet was lwld in Hurwash llaU. :.Mr. 1rwin, assistant editor
of McLean's 1lagazine, was the speaker of the e\'ening.
The con\'ention closed at 12.:lO, Saturday, November 19th. The
afternoon was f1·(1 e for 1ho~P who so <lcsir(ld, b1it til'kt>ts for the \Vintf'r
Fair wcr(• gi\ c11 to such persons a:,; would likt• to go.
1t is hard to say how much g<Jod the c·onvPnlion clicl us. It gave
t1~ a glimpse into thP life or reporters, authors, editors and managers.
and showed us some of lhe in:-- and outs of the newspaper and magazine
world, some of th<> hardship!-\ and gloriP.s, and also gave ug a good many
hints as to what we wcn• to hP 011 0111· guard for ancl what was news aud
what was nol.
True, ou1· magazine is ju~t in ils infancy, but with the excellent
11ourishment in the form of stories. essays, editorial, joke~, and continued
help of the cotwPnt ion, etc., we know it will beC"onw a larger, finer and
l1<'ll Pl' magazine in t.hc• lH•ar futnre.
LETA KNfGH'l'

~top ~igns
The while-gloved hand'? No, the detour sign is om·s. As we have
three different thirty-five minute period:;, for lunch, certain classes arc
in session while others are lunl'hing. Tn order that those taking lessonf>
do justice to theil' studies, stop or detour signs ha,·e been placed in the
t orriclors.
If. when strolling about the corridor at lunch period, you
come upon a black standard about three feel high, with the word "closed"
printed in lal'ge white letters a('ross its fat:e, you will understand that,
jf vou use that corridor, it will br at \'om· own risk. For, who knows
\\.·h~t official will come strolling down the hall at the same lime? And
if there is a meeting. you will be very sorry you risked your life to go
JH,yoncl lhe detour sign.
No matter how far you may have to go to avoid the stop signs.
it will 1n·m·e l,cttcr lo olH'Y rule:-,; ancl rN·eiw~ you1· reward later.
RUTH BIRKENSHAW

"We are with the team". This is saicl with more enthusiasm when
we lrnvc lhe feeling of victory. WP may yell a l ittle weakly when you
:ire losing, but we are hcl'oming hct ter ~ports and outgrowing t hat.
Wl' c\n not yt>ll faintly br.callSl' we lo~e faith in you, or because

14
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we think you are not doing your best. We know you are made of ~tern~r
:,;tu ff than that, for there is not one drop of shirker's blood in you.
We are quiet because we have not learned to take hlows with a
:,;mile. When you are struck, we are struck.
We are with you "to the last man". Don't think that losing one
or two games is a defeat, but take the defeat as a spur for winning t hu
next.
You have a great family of supporterf.l here. We just thought
w(• d let you know-though you should have known it all along-tha1
llw st·huol is mighty strong l'or the team.
0

OOnr 1filoolt of JrlistoriraI ~f Hustratinns
l_

It has been considel'ecl a part of the first fol'm pupil's hislol'~' wol'k
in past years to bring in historical pictures. These pictures ,vere put on
lhe class bulletin board where all might see them and profit thereby.
After they had served their purpose they were thrown away.
This year the pupils are doing the same as pupils of fornwr years.
However, the best pictures are not thrown away, but are kept. 1\fr. Wood.
the history teacher in the Technical Department, thought of the itl"a of
keeping a permanent file of these pictures for the use of the present pupil:,;
and those of later years.
The book is of the usual type used for such purposes. It is a lar~t'
l,lack book with loose pages. It has been divided into four different parts
according to dates. The dates run from One Thousand to the present
clay. There are tags which tell where the pictures of each pei-iod begin.
The teachers are receiving a great deal of material for this book.
The collection is valuable in more ways than one. It makes the history
lessl)n much more interesting if you have bI"Ought in a picture illustrating
it. Sometimes you make an imaginary picture of your history characters.
The book corrects your wrong ideas and makes the characters of history
seem more real to you.
The collection will become more valuable every year, because pictures are continually being added to it. As this year marks the beginning
of the collection, the first formers should try to set a record for bringing
in illustrations which will never b~ surpassed in the book's history.
MARGARET McGUINNESS, C.1.A.

Our school is fortunate in having many pictures to decorate its
rooms and corridors. In the library is a series depicting eveuts in the
War, presented by the Imperial Order of the Daughters of the Empire
when our school was first built. In the halls near the main entrance ar(•
thrN', York Cathedral, The Lion of Lucerne, and the Winged Vieto1·y, that

The Windsor-Walkcrville Technical School Year lfouk
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were donated by three <.:hairmen of the Technical School Board, Mr. H. g_
l;uppy, l\Jr. Niel C. Ortved and l\1r. Harry J. l\lero. In the second floor
corridor, are The Boyhood of Raleigh, a ·gift from Technical '4' of 1924
and 1925, and The Fighting Tcmeraire that was presented by the Technical forms of 1924 an<ll925.
Third forms. attention! Let us follow the examples of T,1 and, when
we graduate, let us givt! old Tech. a picture to remember us by in years
to come.
EVELYN l\1ARSDgN

The School regrets the withdrawal of four members of the leachi11g
stuff:
l\fr. W. J. O'BRIEN is teaching at the Aecountancy School in Detroit,

J\Iichigan.

'

Mr. H. A. VOADEN, M.A., is teaching in the Samia Collegiate Tn:--1 itute Vocational School.
l\Ir. G. R. WEST, B.A.Sc., another member who has left Tech .. has
joined the staff of the Galt. Collegiate Vocational School.

Five new members are welcomed to the teaching staff of Tech!
Miss 0. F. BRIGHAM, formerly of the St. Thomas Vocational School
in St. Thomas, Ontario, is a specialist in Commercial work
l\Ir. G. DEAN, B.A .. came from the College of Education. Toronto,
and is teaching Business Law and Office Practice in the place of Mr.

O'Brien.
Mr. C. ADSETT, B.A., formerly of the College of Education, has
joined the Staff of the School, and is teaching Literature, Composition
,:md History.
Mr. C. McCALLUM, B.A., a specialist in Physical Training and Scit•nce, comes from the College of Education, Toronto. ~Ir. McCallum has
taken charge of the boys' physical training work.
l\Ir. R. VINCENT comes from the Training College for Technical
Teachers in Hamilton, Ontario, and has taken the place of l\Ir. West, teaching Machine Shop Practice and Mechanical Drawing.

1n memoriam
In Loving Memory
of
MI88 LUCIE TOWLE

Mernber of the Teaching Staff
from September, 1922
until her death
.January 11th, 1928.
The Art Prize was won by Alex. Cherkinsky, who made the heading

for the editorial section.
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AN ADVENTURE WITH A LION
(Prize 8tory - Allan Muir, C2E)
Some people doubt the truth of
this sto1·y; they think it is the product of an elastic imagination. Perhaps it is, I leave it to you to judge.
One clay while hunting in the
African jungle, I came upon the
fresh spoor of a lion, a huge lion,
.i uclging by the size of his tracks.
Unslinging my gun from my shoulclers, I hurried after him. An hour
later saw me struggling through
lhe jungle after the elusive lion.
Just as I was giving up .hope, I
stepped into a clearing: in front
of me lay the lion eating his dinner-an uncooked deer, by the
wa~·. He took no notice of me but
went on eating with an air of, I'll
attend to you later. I raised my
gun, aimed, oulled the trigger ancl
nothing happened. The fact gradually penetrated my mind that
I was standing with an empty gun
in my hand and a ferocious lion in
front of me. Deciding that discretion was better than valour, I
turned without bidding the lion
goodbye. As I turned to go. I saw
another lion advancing towards me
showing his teeth in a genial
i:imile. There I stood, with a lion

. in front of me, another behind me
and my heart in my boots. I looked to the heaven:; for help and saw
an overhanging branch about thn•e
feet from the ground. I did not
stop to think, I sprang, and j usl
as I leaped, the lions followed
suit. Being a wonderful athlete I
got there first. As I climbed up lhe
tree, I glanced down to i-ee how
the lions were getting on. .Just as
I had Sl.vung to safety, they had
cra"'hed together and being quarrels'lme brutes. they commenced to
fight. To make a long story short
they killed each other. Immecliat·ely when I sa\.V th·'it life was extinct. I climbed down the tree ancl
raced for camp.
The feHows at the camn insisl-

<''l tmon examining nw head w1w11
f told mv ston·. and muttered svmpathetically about the heat getting
us i:iooner or later. I hope the
1·Pader is more broad-minded than
they WCl'~.
---o,---

COMRADES
Al the. age of 17 life is big, and
the gre1ter h izardc:; one takes, the
larger it seems. At least it appeared as such to Bill Doan who a 11
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his life had been a harum-sc.arum
He was one of the first to enlist at
the outbreak of the War giving a
wrong age .so that he might fight
for "King and Country".
Out in Flanders Fields, Doan
found was no longer the play-time
he had imagined. It was no longer fighting with sword; and br
pistols but with any s'aughteri1g
weapons that sc:ence could invent-.
'I here wer<. weary rla~·s and nights
in trenches half-filled with mud
and swarming with rats: days
when they were lucky if they got
canned soup, or bread and jam to
eat. But nothing could daunt the
spirit of Doan, not even those
weary vigils in the trenches.
A fier such night-mares, came
fights with the Germans, and the
\\'ar was a litlle nearer the encl.
Doan had become a favorite with
lhe men, but the only friend he
sc1 iously cared for was Staclen.
One da~· Staden's <log, Buel, had
l;Otne into the trenches with a broken leg. Staden was too busy to attend to it. and with a tenderness he
:.eltlom displayed Doan had set the
!{'g.
A warm friendship harl
s11rnng up between the two men
and the dog. With continual association, the two men's friendship had
clcepenecl into love for each other.
Two years of fighting had passed by and neither of the two men
•had recei vecl the slightest injury.
Then o,1e day retreating from a
hot ~kirmish with the Germans,
Doan found Staden no longer with
his regiment. A curious pull came
at Doan's heart, and with the dog
at his heels. he turned back to the
battlefield.
The field was covered with men
of both Rides, some dead, others
dying.
The dog. sensing the
trouble, sniffed at the bodies. pasc.ing from one to another.
At
len~th he halted at one and set up
a mournful. howl. Doan knelt
down, and to his joy found that
1

..
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Staden was still breathing.
He
pulled the emergency flask from
his pocket and was applying it to
Staden's lips when a crumpled figure to his right suddenly straightened itself, sat up, and with deliberate aim fired at Doan's b1·easl.
Then with a hoarse laugh it fell
back. Doan fell over, but with a
super-human effort clutched the
dog around the neck and pointing
in the direction from which he had
come, said "Pull master back to
British." Whereupon, falling over
on his side he died.
The dog wagged its tail piteouRly, licked Doan's face. then because
orders were orders, set his teeth in
Staden's coat, and began that lon~
drag to the British trenches.
·when recovered from his woundR
Staden with other men erected a
small cross in Doan's memory upon which was inscdbed.
"Greater love hath no man than
this, that a man lay down hi~ life
for his friend."
Maude Holding-C:lA.
----o------

"A STUDENT'S AUCTION
By Angela Ouellette
"Come on folks, bU)' this nice
kettle. It's the best article in the
auction. How much am I bicl '?"
Thirty cenb,? Is that all? Well,
I want more than that."
"Come on folks. another bicl.
What? Forty cents? Now that's
coming on better, but it's not half
enough.
Why, just take a look
at it, so nice and shiny and bright.
Fifty cents did you say? No. much
too small a orice for this kettle.
Diel the !lentleman out there say
~ixty? What. am 1 offered only
sixty cents for this kettle? Why
I wouldn't sell it for lesi- tha11
eighty-five cents, maybe more.
"Come on folks, just a few more
tries at it."
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''\\"hat? Eighty cents'? That's
coming, but can't ~'OU make it
twenty cents more? Come folks,
come, come, am I offered only a
dollar for this kettle?"
''Wh~· its nearly new, .iusl take
a look and you'll see for yourself.
There, did I hear someone say a
dollar and a quarter? That's coming on fine, but"-"What. Did someone 1.-;ay a
dollar and half ·t Well, that's better but its worth more. All right
folks, its going at a dollar all(l a
half, only a dollar and a half. Going, going-sold.''
"Of course, young lady, there is
a litlle hole in the bottom of the
kettle but you can easily mend
that."

to buy 'Wildcat Special, ·which was
the best get-rich-quick scheme he
had ever discovered. Betty, who
had more influence with her father
than either her Asister or her
mother, tried to dissuade him, a:she had clone on former oc<.:asions,
but he was determined.

J,.;ow Mr. ·watson was a firm belie\'er in hunches, and Betty was,
too. One evening, l\Ir. Watson announced to his family that he had
invesled all his spare money in
Wildcat Special. Betty worried a
great deal over her father that
night, and when she finally fell
asleep, she had a dream, which she
afterwards said mmit have been a
hunch.
She seemed t.o be stancling on a
deserted road, when suddenly she
----o--noticed two strange-looking figures coming towards her. As they
HUNCHE8
approached, she discovered thal
Mr. Watson would ha\'e been an
they ,,.•ere made entirely of paper.
excellent provider for his wife aml
and they reminded her very much
two daughter~, except that he had
of some of the stock certificates
one unforgfrable fault. He cou1d
which her father had at home.
never resist the high-powered sale,;
Each of the figures bore a platalk of men who wished to sell him
card, one reading ''Wildcat Specstock in imaginary propositions.
ial" and the other "Security LimConsequently, numerous family
ited." As she watched Security
qua1Tels resulted, in which the
Limited begun to dwindle away
younger daughter Betty, usuallr
and finally disappeared altogethtook her father's part against the
ed. Betty feared this paper giant,
others.
so turning around, she began to
run away quickly. She stumbled
Once Mr. ·watson had made a
and fell-then suddenly she was
fortunate investment in bonds, and
awake in bed, panting.
he always used this as an argument when his ,,dfe and Elsie, the
Her dream troubled her greatl:v
elder daughter, tried to prevent
at first, and she thought about it
him from investing in ~ome new
a good deal. She told no one, but
scheme. He had tried several
a plan had begun to form in her
dozen different stocks since his
mind, and the more she thought of
first lucky buy, and he bad always
it, the more she liked the idea
been unfortunate enough to lose
Mr. Watson had given his two
his money. No matter how Mrs.
daughters a very generous allow,vatson and Elsie remonstrated
' ance and Betty had saved most of
with him. however, he was just as
hers. Conseouently. she had neareager to throw away his money the
lv five hundred dollars to her
next time.
c·redit in the bank. Finally, she
On the la::1t occasion Mr. Wa.h~on
determined to carry out her plan.
had been given a gold opportunity
She withdrew her money from the

•
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bank and went to the family lawyer. She confided to him her
plan,, and although he strongly advised her against it. she remained
firm. At length, he promised to
invest her five hundred in the Security Limited, which was at that
time selling at a very low figure.
A few days later, Betty's father
told her that he had lost all hi:.
money in Wildcat Specials and \\'as
very near ruin. He expressed a
wish that he had purchased Security Limited, for then he would
have been verv rich. She then had
the pleasure ~f giving him her
:-hares in 8ecurity Limited which
she had bt'en keeping hidden for
this o<·casion. Together they told
thl' rest of the family, and Betty
was heal'lily praised although she
gave all the credit to her hunch.
Todav, if vou are a visitor to Mr.
\Vatson\, h~use, and wish to start
a discussion, you have only to ask

anv of them if dreams come true,
or· if they believe in hunches, for
i\11·. Watson has at last i:;een the
error of his wa~· and no longer
gambles in stocks.
EVELYN MASRDEN-c:nt
---<0---

WHEN THE LIGHT~ WERE LOW

LOW

..

•

Prize fa;say, Hilda Haisrnan.-Cz.lA
The Gt'eat ·war was grim and
an event of honor and terrible
tragedy. but there were many
humorous indclenti:1 to make life
bcaraule.
During the \'Var we lived in th0
i-outh of England, just :10 miles
from London, a11ei we were in much
danger of the German air raids.
which generally occurred every
moonlit night, We always knew
when there was going to be an air
raid because all the lights were
dimmed, and then we would wait
and anxiously wonder ,•·hat the
outcome would be. Fir~t we woulcl
hear our own guns in the distance
as the enemy machines came with-
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in their range. This dull booming would become louder and
louder like the approach of a
mighty storm.
Then we would
hear the droning of the enemy
planes followed by dull vibrating thuds as they hurled forth
their weapons of death and destruction. By this time the planes
were getting quite near and then
panclc>monium broke loose. All the
guns which were stationed in our
immediate dcinity came into action, and with mighty roars, sent
their red hot shells into the sky.
By this time, . everyone who was
abroad had hurriedly taken cover
to a.\"oid being hit by the fragments of bursting shells. Now and
agaiI- . a shrill whistling sound
could be heard followed by a hissing thud as an unexploded shell
fell frurn the sky and buried itself in the earth.
One night, while my uncle was
working in the Chatham Naval
dockyard, the lights suddenly went
out. Of course this was the signal
to let th<.• workmen know that German planes were approaching.
My Uncle and his pals immediately groped l'ound in the darkne~s to fincl a place of safety, and
C'rawled under what by its dark
outline, appeared to be steel armou1·-plated turret. These gun turrets a1·e used to cover the big guni:,
on the battle-ships. Inside thii:1
structure it was pitch dark, and
the men fell absolutely secure.
They sat .ioking, and having a
quiet smoke. "Well, ,Jim," remarked one or the men, ''I'm glad we're
not out in that racket. This h:1 as
safe as the Bank of England."
After the Germans had come
and gone an<l the lights had come
on again they crawled out from
their retreat. To their surp1·ise
they found that they 11atl been
cowering u11Cler a large black canvas awning, which would haYe
hardly protected them from the
fall of a common ordinary brick.
As mY Uncle was the one who had

a
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led them to this flimsy protection
he came in for a lot of chaff from
his fell ow workmen.
But my most distinct remembrance ot the war W'{:lS of one dark
night when we \,·ere in real fear
for our lives because a zeppelin,
which was making towardd London, was reported to be right overhrncl. Our guns could <lo nothing
because the Zeppelin was too high
up.
It was letting fall several
bombs 011 the off chance lhat they
might do some real damage, as
there were no lights and they could
see nothing.
\Ve were looking out of lhe
window when suddenly we heard
tlw sC'ream of a falling shell. It
fell in a ga1·clen right across the
street from us, but luckily failed
to explode. Then we heard the
noise of aeroplanes but could not
see what hacl happened because it
was so clark. But then, before our
eyes, a flash of flame showed in
the sk~·, and like a pillar of fire,
the burning Zeppelin crashed to
earth. It appeared that two English aeroplanes had climbed up
above the Zeppelin and fired some
incendiar~· bulletR, which had the
effect of making the Zeppelin
burst into flame directly they
touched it. Everrone rushed into
the street, and we all gave a
mighty cheer when we perceived
the enemy hurling earthward in
a mass of flame.

poplar tree. wnich was just around
the corner of the house. I thought
of all the fun that we could have
now that our long wished for winter had come.
First of all. we would have the
fun 01 cleaning the snow a way
from around the house. and best 01
all. making a little skating rink in
the garden for the kiddies.
And
will they not just adore the little
slide we'll make them, or the wonderful little Eskimo fashion snow
house'!
"\Vork before play is our North
Western Motto. So we took our
shovels and brooms. and walked
away t.o the half mile limit and
cleared the rink there. But what
fun! Why even the little ones enjoyed it, becam,e while we shuvelecl and swept we had our skatei,; on.
This made it possible for us to do
l wo things at once. We altachecl to
ourselves a pair of sleighs and gave
the little ones all the rides thev
could stand during one day.
·
In the afternoons of most dav:-1
we would go skating. Friday w~s
our special skating and tobogganing day. Snow-shoeing was regular every Saturday evening. Father
and all the grownups around our
place would join in. We had the
grandest time. while on these parties. At first just as we enterP<I
the hills and forest. we would see
just the tiniest trace of a bobbing
tail of a rabbit disappearing with
his ears up and frightened as
---01----though the world were falling on
A NORTH-WESTERN CANADhim. A sleeping partridge in the
IAN W1NTER
evergreens ,,·as quite frequently
One morn111g in late Novembe1· l
seen. And on one occasion we were
a,,·oke to see my room almost in
all nearly frightened to death bv a
hooting owl. When we returi1ed
darkness. dreary and cold. I pullhome, although we we1·e a bit tired
ed up my shade and looked out o :'
and a little cold, we were none the
the winrlow. To my great surprise I saw that all the worlrl • worse for the walk. for weren't W£'
all rosy, smiling and laughing?
which surrounded me, was one
Why, we were the happiest
great big blanket of soft and fluffv
white snow. It was beautiful. It
crowd of people you could ever see.
made me feel almost like a little
Another of our wonderful sports
bunny in hig home under the fallen
\Vas cutting dow11 trees in tlw
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woods. We would saw and saw, and
i-aw, and have the most wonderful

lime. Hauling the wood home with
the aid of one horse, knee deep in
snow, was rather hard on us. Yes,
we were girk Of cour:-;e we had to
he dressed in bl'eeche~ and wore
t h rec sweaters, two pair:.:i of woo!len gloves, two woollen toques, a
:-;c-arf. t hn•c pair:,; of woollen stockings ancl one pair ol' moccasins.
This com1lleted our costume. A
frozen toe or tip of an ear was nothing extraordinary since the temre, aturc wa:,; thirty degrees below
;1.e1·0. sometimes forty or fifty.
Now don't you just adore that
kind of :,port? Ancl it all happen eel
ill i\lanitoba, not RO very far away.
CASSIE LANCUCKI.

+

* CHRISTMAS *
When I was a Ii t tie girl, mother
and father used to tell me stories
that they had reacl. I remember
verv clearlv the stories of how
Ch1:istmas · was held in foreign
countries.
The italians ce]ebrate with a
dinner on Christmas eve. The whole
f amilv allend church al midnight.
the children reciting poems before
the image of Christ in a manger.
Jn central Italy, they carry a large
log of pine or fir into the house.
The children are blind folded and
the log placed before them. T h e
children tap the log with a stick
anrl ask for gifts, which are revealed when the blindfold is removed. On Christmas Day, cakes of
all sizes are exchanged in place of
Christmas car ds.
In Sweden, Christmas is celebrated with much sentiment. :Months
before the festival, invitations are
is:-ued to friends and preparations
are made for the great day. On
Christmas e,·e. the dinner is served in the kitchen in order that both
familv and servants may join in
the good will and chee1-. The tables are loaded with good things and
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even lhe farm animals receive a
little of everything which the family has had.
In Poland, a bundle of hay or
straw representing the manger is
used to decorate the homes. The
family supper is the first celebration. The mistress of the house
pa:::sps to each a wafer, and each
person takes a bit of the other's
wafers, and greetings are exchanged. A supper of mushrooms, many
kind:,; of fish, puddings and cake
follows. Every pel'son is expected
to take a part of everything. After
supper, the family gathers arouncl
the Christmas tree adorned with
lo~·s and lighted with candles, ancl
they all sing c;a1·ol~. Jn the evening, the children go from house to
hom,e to sing songs. They are always invited to enter and are offcr~rl good things to eat.
In Serbia, they start celebrating
when the sun sets on Christmas
eve. It is believed that departed
spirits wander forth on this night.
To guide them in their walks tapers are lit and set in windows and
doors of the houses.
Inside the
houses. the log ceremony is held.
The log is cut up, an<l the 1argesl
one i:, put in the fireplace. Sometimes a log sapling is cut for each
member of the family. As the log
l>urni:;, the mother with a sheaf of
wheat in her hands and followed
by her children, goes about the
house, sprinkling the grain to represent a year of plenty.
CHRISSIE SMART-C2D.
SANITARIU M STAMPS
Have you ever gone to the Sanitori um at Sandwich? No! Then I
shall describe it to you as registered in my memory.
UFon arriving there, we were
much impressed by the long, low
building that confronted us. It is
in the shape of the letter "u" and
i::- like a beautiful large cottage.
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The matron came to us the moml\lY HOUSE OF DREAMS
ent we entered and ushered us inPrize Poemto the hall. She was a kindly,
Inez Marie Thompson-C2D.
motherly-looking person, and I
1 possess a ll ttle house
should not have minded going
Caressed by sun and 1·ain;
there in the least if she was to
The
1vy clambers up its walls
dook after me.
And taps each window pane;
She took us through the "fairy
1 here all within is quietness
cottage" as I at once christened it.
And peace of homely things,
It was actually like a doll's house
For
1 would have my little house
with small rooms furnished with
A
rest for tired wings.
chairs and tables.
As it was
Christmas time when we went, a
1 he fll'elight flickers on the walls
large evergreen tree stood in the
Where hang my pictures quaint:
far corner. At the other side of the
A dozen gal'deu scenes or so,
room was an imitation fire place.
A famous artist's saint.
She lead us into the tiuy hall
l\1y well-loved books stand 1·ou nd
dPcked out in its Christmas grandabout
~ur, and into one of the bedrooms.
In long inviting rows,
Here was a sight to behold! There
And there beside the fireplac<'
i ucked up in bed the children or
bright
persons in that room could lie and
An old brown dog's adoze.
listen to the radio-another thing
that made the cottage fairy-like.
Ile-cu:,;hioned nooks designed for
case,
· Then came the next scene that
Await one here and thexe,
is most prominent in my memory.
Whilst bowls of pinks a11tl mignon1 he matron ushered us out on the
ette
large veranda, and there lay two
Waft
fragrance
on the air.
or three little children \vith bright
The
kettle
hums
a
merry tune
red, sparkling faces as they got
That never seems to cease,
the winter wind full on their beds,
And little china figures Rhine
and I was horrified when I realized
Upon the mantle piece.
t11a.l they had but two blankets on
them.
And up the stairs-such crooked
On one of the beds, lay a little
stairs!
c:hap lhat made my heart ache to
But
yet
so pleasant toosee. He was lying on his face
The
little
slant-roofed sleepinr;
in a wooden frame, anc.l the tim1·ooms
orous little smile he gave us went
Are decked in white and blue:
to my heart.
And
there sweet sleep forever
The matron said that he had
broods
been lying like that for years. On
From
candlelight
till dawn
his head he had a paper hat repreTo
lJless
the
weary
traveller
senting Napoleon's and I think that
And send him strengthened on.
he deserves as much credit as did
the hero Napoleon for lying like
I sweep and dust the pleai:iant
that year in and year out.
room,
I have told you this little tale so
I climb the crooked stair,
that you will realize where your • I keep the glowing fires alight,
money goes when you help sell
I tend the garden fairsanitarium stamps and you will be
So well I love its every nook
a greater help in the years to come
That strange to me it seems
in selling them.
This little huose that I possei-i:i
PAMELA TODD-C2A.
Exists but in my dreams.
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SMILE

HAPPY NEW YEAR
Happy New Year! Oh the magic
Jn the wor<l that stirs the heart,
Old year's. JrOne, with annals tragic,
Let us make, a brand new start;
Pass up all our frets and troubles
Tum our bac~s on all that riles;
Let. it fade away like bubbles,
Greet the carping yea( with smiles!
It is futile, friends, to worry
Over pa!;t mistakeR and frets;

-•

Only get us in a "flurry"
Fills us full of vain regrets.
Yc>sterday is gone forever,
Aml lo-day i~ bright with cheer!
Now's the time to make endeavor,
For a brand new year is here-

Smile a little, smile a little,
As you go along,
Not alone when life is pleasant,

But when things go wrong.
Care delights to see you frowniug,
Laughs to sec you sigh ;
Turn a smiling face upon her,
Quick the dame will fly.
ROMA LAVALLEE-CID.

D,HVN OF THE MORNING

Look with faith unto to-morrow;
Wa1we not b::u·kwards with a s.igh;
Wipe away earh traee of sorrow
Let your heart with hope soar high;
Joy you'll g~t. if joy you're giving
As the golden moments flit;
!\low's the timo to do your livingNow's the lime to do your bit.

Slowly the darknes!- steals away
Fo!lowed by tJrn laughing moon ;
The :-tars although they long to
stay,
Dance out and vani::;h, none too
soon.

Put old "dreary days" liehind yuu;
Let old "might-have-beens" take fight;
Don't let former failures blind you
To the pres.ent's promise bright!
,Just go bravely forward, knowing
That's the future's filled with cheer;
Let your cup he overflowing
With the jors of this New Year!

The morning sun breaks through
the skies,
The flowers lift their heads though
shy,
The sleening birds are seen lo rise.
And twitter. spread their wingH
and fly.

GRACE R0SWELL- '1'2E.

--~o---

A light illuminates the world,
The ~een trees shade the grassv
banks,
The leafage is by the wind un-

ENVY

And morning rises to her ranks.
SADIE WETSBERG-C3C.

furled,
The lily looks upon the TOl:ie
And envies ber her blush;
The crimson-breasted robin, loo,
Would fain sing like the thrush.
The thrush would gladly give his sonl,!
To own a breast so bright;
'rhe crimson roi:;e oft sadly sighs,
To be a lily white.
The girl next door has several beaux,
But often I can see
She looks with envy over here
When you are here with me.

But I. who once admired her so
And knew what MV'Y meant,
Now look at you with happy prirle
For love ha::: brought t•ontent.

)fARY IlUTNIK- ClD.

A BEAUTIFUL BEGINNING
Slowly the sun is sinking.
And the night is coming on,
One by one the star s come out
And the great night has begun.
The moon is hiding yet,
But soon it will appear.
And then the earth will be full of

light
For the glad New Year.
FLORENCE DONALDSON-ClD.
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AT NIGHT

THE HEROES
When 1 sit down to rest awhile
Sad thoughts come to my mind :
Of men who went tu foreign lands
Sweet liberty to find.

Softly night is falling,
Day has gone to rest;
And the sun is sinking
In the golden west.

Upon the dreadful battle-field
Our mighty heroes fell:
And of the hardships which they
bore
No one can truly tell.

Tiny stars are waking,

From their slumbers deep;
Twinkling lights are shining
\'Vhile the weary sleep.
Watching every sleeper,
The moon, serene and clear,

Love beams sheds around her
On those she holds most dear.
l\Iother earth sleeps on,
Wrapped in restful peace,
Cares and troubles gone,
Until the night shall cease.
FLORENCE DONALDSON-ClD.

Should we forget these faithful
hosts
Who died for Freedom's sake?
And fought so bravely, side by side,
\Vhen honour was at stake'?
Nay ! Nay ! in song and ballad
Their sacrifice is told,
And in the depths of all our hea1·b,
Their sacred names we hold.
IRENE BELL-ClB.

EXCHANGES
THE TECH ANNUAL (New Westminste1·. B. C.). A table of contents and
an exchange column would he a good
addition to your magazine.
THE GRUMBLER (Kitchener & Waterloo C. I. & Vocational School). You have
plentr of interesting sports news but we
would like to see an exchange column.
THE · COLLEGIAN (Stratford C.I.).

You have a fine maJ?azine. There are
n numher of good cartoons, but we woulcl

like to see a table of contents.
THE ARROW (Eastern Junior High
Schoo). Pontiac, Mich.). A small publil'alion but you have the right idea. Why
not have !'\ome photos and cartoons?
TIil<; ORACLE (Woodstock C. J., Woo1Istock). An interesting magazine. Why
nol have a French Corner?
THE SCREECH OWL (Bowman villi.'
High Scho<:AI). An excellent magazine
for a school having so small a teaching
staff. More cartoon!'! would be a good
;·dclition. ,JokE.>s are rathe1· scattered.

+

..
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This year we have received a number of excellent mag-azirws which are
,·ery welcome, and we hope that an exchange will continue in the folJowing years. As we have read, we ha,·e felt that we lJclonged to a larger
community, in which we are sharing the ~ame ideals and aspirations. We
have enjoyed re,·iewing these magazines. and trust that the eriticisms
will IJe received in the spirit in which they are giYen.
TgCOMERON (Sault. Stc. Marie Technical and Commercial High School).
Good material which is well arranged.
ft. would be hctle1· to keep the advertisementi, in the fronl of the book.
AUDITORIUM. (Owen Sound Collegiak
Vocational Institute).
The arlvertisemcnts should h~ kept in the fronl and
back or the hook. Otherwise the Magazine is very good.
llLUE AND Wlll'fE (Walkervilfo CollcJriale). A fine publitation for a firs~
attempt.
TORPEDO (High St·hool of Comnwn·c.
Toronto). Your material is \'Cry good
hut your pictures are too small.
TIMES (Kinµ-ston C. 'I., Kingston. Onl).
Your material is very goood but a g-rea•
rleal overdone on the Who's Who.
'fEK (Hamilton Technical School). A
fine piece of work. We envy your cartoons.
VOX LYCEI (Lis,!!ar C:11legiate, Ottawa). Yours is the best paper we have
received yet. Exl'ellent in every way.

SAINT A~DREW'S COLLEGE Irn\'IEW (Aurora, Ont.). An mtcrcsting
sports magazine.
THE REVEILLE (Toronto. Unt.). Gm,.1
work-but yom· advertisements arc too
scattered.
ACT.A STUI>l~NTIU)f (\"nudmn Roa1I
Hil!h School. Toronto). A few short
stories and an exchangoc column would
improve your paper immensely.
ACT.\ N'OSTRA (Guelph Collc).{ial<:
Yocational School).
You have sollll'
:;plendid r.:artuon:, and your literary sel'lion is ~ood, but we sug~est that you
al:-o plate your adverti:;ements by them::;elves.
THE VULCAN
(Central Technical
School Toronto). Your magazine woul<l
be grl:'atly improved by the addition of
i\ table of contents.
THE ECHOER (Peterborou1rh C. 1.) A
W<'ll-written anrl well-hnlanced magazine.
THE HERMES lllurnberside C. I ., Toronto). We can make no criticisms of
your magazint>.
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·rECH UNITED
Soon after the Hal's of Te.:h

rang with merry laughter, clattering steps, and the clamour of voices
last September, the activities of
the Tech United Society were resumed. The election of the executive was the centre of interest for
two ,veeks ; a campaign was conducted by the supporters of the
candidates. Campaign signs adorned all the bill-boards, bearing ininscriptions such as, ''Vote for
Hull", "Gurbin for Secretary'',
"Hull for President", "Vote for
John Rogers for President", "Helen
Best for Vice-President".
. Intense interest was diHplayed
during the elections, and when the
results were given out, there were
some surprises. The officers were
elected as follows:
President-John Rogers.
Vice .President-Helen Best.
Treasurer-Margaret Price.
Secretary-Florian Gurbin.
Third Form Rep. - Nelli~
Ostrowski.
Second Form Rep. - Vaughn
Courrier.
First Form Rep.-Philip Padgett
The executive of the Tech United met shortly after the election
{lnd decided to concentrate all their

efforts on developing an enthusiastic. school spirit. School yc1ls
were called for and good re~ults
followed. Cheer leaders were chrn,en, and the school put through
some of the newly-invenlecl yells.
A school spirit is growing and requires careful coaching.
T:3A. & T3B.-The first genera
meeting of the Tech United wa~
held on December 15th. at which
T3A. and T3B. put on an interesting program, a scene from Shake
speare's "Macbeth", and a selection from an old French play. A
large audience greeted this first
effort.
T-2-A and T-2-BAt the second meeting which
was held on January 18, T2A and
T2B staged some acrobatic stunts
and "The Boston Tea Party" under
the direction of Mr. Wood. The
increased attendance was very
gratifying. It proves that Tech
United is succeedinjt in its purpose
to bring together the two departments of the school. the Technical
and tho Commercial, into one unit• ed student body.
C3B and C3C. - Tech United
again assembled on Februarv 2. to
witness a prog'ram arranged by the
commercial forms C3C and C3R.
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'l'F.CJJ NJCA I, UNITED EXECUTIVE
ffat·k Row- Vaughn ('ourl'ier, Stanlt•y Larke, Mr. W. D. Lowe, J\h·. C. Adsett,
Rasil Robc.•rbwn, Louis I•'orlin.
Front. Rnw- l<'loriun Gurbin, Mur~arl't Price, ,John Rogcrs ( l'rl'-;idt·nt),
Helen Best, Nellie Ostrowski, Phillip Padgett.

The latter form won the attention
ancl applause of the large audience
by a one at·t play entitled ''An interrupted proprnml.'' This was an
amu:,;ing comedy of mixed charact<'l'l'l. The parts were well acted.
c:~C ali:;o arranged a comedy, "The
Lucky Escape."
Added attractions were Colonial folk dancing,
hoys chorus, with Ukelale accompaniment, and a closing girls chol'US.
Tech United is still in its infancy. but has become strongly entrenched during the ghort time of
its existence. A perfect Tech United is the hope and the end fo1·
which the Tech United Executive~
are Iaboring at present.
As this year passes, we shall
hand the torch to the executives of
t.he following year. Re it theirs to

lwar it high! On with Tech United!

J.M. ROGERS

OUR RCHOOL YELLS
Blue
Blue
Who
Blue

and red,
and red,
fight, we
and red,

fight! fight!
fight! fight.!
fight,
fight! fight!

Pass it high,
Pass it low;
Come on, Tech,
Let's go!
Fight Tech! fight! fight!
Fight Tech! Tech Fight!

Fight Tech! fight! fight!
Tech! Tech! fight, fight!

Tech-chni-nica-cal,
That's the way we spell it,
Here's the way we yell it,
TECHNTCAT,
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WTh'XERS OF ORATORICAL CONTEST
Bnck Row-Mr. C. Adsett, .'.\1r. W. D. Lowe.
Front Row- William Powell, )[aude Ilohlin,r, l\lr:::. M. l\kGiffon,
Florian Gurbin.

THE ORATORICAL CONTEST

Soon after Christmas every
:year, the Oratorical Contest is
held at the Technical School. This
year the contestants were divided
into juniors and seniors. The seniors are those who \vere not sixteen
on the first of September. There
was a large number of contestants
for the prelimi11aries, and some Yery intel'esting speeches were heatcl.
The winners were:- 1. Senior Girls
Maude Holding, who spoke on a
Twentieth Century Statesmen, and
who gave us an illuminating account of the life and idealf- of
Pre~ide11t Wilson.

Anna Starker,

2. Senior Boys
Florian Gurbin, who was the only
contestant for the senior boys. He
spoke on the Future of Canada.

:i.

Junior Girls
Anna Starker, who spoke on The
Future of Canada. She gave a
graphic description of the condition
of Canada at the present day, and
prophesied greater prosperity in
the future.
4. .Junior Boys

WilJiam Powell, who spoke on the
Present and Future of Air Transportation. He gave an interesting
account of the development of air
transportation, anrl some views on
it:-; future.
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Others who spoke were:
Senior Girls:
Rose Katzman, Hilda Haisman,
Rose Yozovovitch.
Junior Girls:
Mary Berbynuk, Gertrude Rey~ey, Margaret MGinnis. Margaret'
Miller, Clar.a Carp, Phyllis Gignac,
.Joyce Graves, Mary . Karavitz,
Hazel Knowles.
Bessie Lamb,
Freda Lloyd,
Marion Loudon,
Margaret McMillan, Loma Monk,
Freda Shenclleman, Mary Thompson, Evelyn Whitesell, Doris Shatwell, Grace Evans, Jean Smith,
Hazel Clinansmith, Vera Rourke,
France~ Price, Gladys Simpson.
Muriel
Brand,
Anna
Warsh,
Gwendolyn Kempton, Violet Wilson, Eva Green, Agnes ·waide,
Bessie Doyle, Edith Timm~. ~.lelba
Trombley.
.J miit.r Boys·

Levine Hodges. Reginald Stockwell. Arnold Giles, Jack Owen,
Sydney Chapman, William Cullen,
Frank Rea, Henry Hunter, Reginald Lawrence, Jack Berkenshaw,
Nick Bullechuk, Harry Bogeman,
Fred Bibbings, Romoe Carriere,
Ja.ck Glover, Carl Montgomery,
Wm. Smith, Edgar Menzies, Norman Bauer, Robt. Nantau, Gilbert
Dupuis.

TEA DANCES
The first Tea Dance of the season, which was held on October
twenty-eighth in the gymnasium,
proYed a great success.
Mr. F. J. O'Neil displayed hii:1.
artistic ability in the decoration:,
which were carried out in blac:k
and orange in keeping with the
occasion of HaUowe'en.
The orchestra consisted of the
following - Violin, Del phis Bertrand; banjo, Arnold McGarvey;
drum, Harold Valentine, with Mr.
Bennett as director and pianist.
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The second event of its kind
took place on January sixth. 'l'his
was a greater success i han the
first. The gymnasium was converted into a perfect fairyland
with festoons of coloured papef
ribbon. Mr. O'Neil provided conf~Ui and streamers, the gay colours of which added an air of
gaiet)· and festivity to the occasion.
The orchestra showed itself at
its best Delphis Bertrand ably
deputized for Mr. Be~mett for the
latter part of the afternoon.
This orchestra is one any school
::;houlcl be proud of. The punch
which was served at intermission
pro\'ecl \'ery refreshing to the
dancers.
The proceeds of these dances
are devoted to a very worthy
cause. the Girls Athletics, which
:-.hou!d receh·e the support of each
and every one in the school.

- -~o--THE MOVIE PICTURES
This is the

second vear the

Technical has had its movie picture machine. Every Wednesda;\·
morning at the Assembly, some
of these films are shown. They are
both educational and interesting,
and are recei\'ed with great enthus-

iasm by the pupils.
A large number of these films
are provided by the courtesy of the
Ford Motor Company. They deal
chiefly with the industries and conditions of Canada. Some very good
films of the Dominion's National
Parks were shown. A few reels of
Canada as a tourist's paradise were
also shown. and gave some delightful glimpses of such beauty spots
as Prince Edward Island, and the
magnificent scenery arounrl the
Gaspe Peninsula.
The school aJgo had the pleasure
of seeing a few pictures of some
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SCHOOL ORCHESTRA
Ba('k Row-Vaughn Courrier, William Gibbs, Delphis Bertrand, Earl Fortin, Earl
Laforet, John Rose, Levere Hodges.
l•'ront Row-Mr. ,J. ,J. Wood, Nourma Glerlhill, Olive Shurak, Mr. R Bennett,.

very curious and iuteresting industries-namely the tanning of crococli les and sharks for their skins.
The film entitled "The Forbidden
City" excited much interest amougst the pupils, and gave them a
deeper insight into the life and
character o.f the mysterious people
of t.he Orient.
The moving picture machine is
a source of pleaRure and instruction to the pupils, and is certainly
a great asset to the Technical
School.
THE SCHOOL ORCHESTRA

The school orchestra is now entering upon its fourth year of activity, and is to be congratulated
upon its growth in numbers and
progress in performance. We are.
fortunate to have really superior
talent amongst our pupils to carry
on the musical requirements of our
school from year to year. The
Commencement program and the

school concert are the big events
for which the orchestra practice.
This year, the production of "Pinafore" for the school concert has
greatly increased the usefulness of
the orchestra, as their part is no
small one. Nor is the experience
acquired to be despised by the
would-be performers, giving them.
while still young, this opportunity
to learn ensemble and accompaniment playing.
SCHOOi, CONCERT COMMITTEE
Director .................. Mr. Percy Bennett
Property ...................... Mr. James O'Neil
Lighting .................. Mr. Fred .Johnston
Scenery: Paint~l by Charles Rusnok C1C
Acl'ompanist ............ Miss Ethel Bennett
Management Committee-Mr. Lowe, Mr.
Srigley, Miss Breed, Miss O'Donoghue,
Mii-s Beattie, Mr. Wood, Mr. Sirrs.

THE SCHOOL CONCERT

Our school is this year attempting something unique in our history, for the school concert, that is,
the Gilbert and Su1livan opera "H.
M. S. Pinafore. We have discovereel a wealth of musical talent am-
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SCENE PROM "TIIE BOSTOi\ '!'EA l'A.RTY"

ong our ptrpil:-- which lay there
u11sttspt•detl.
The production of

~uch a performance means much
a:::sicluous JH'actice, but it ha~ as
a re,ranl, entertainment, clevelopmm1t of talent. and taste for a
higher class of recreation and
appreciation. None of the partil'ipants will e\'er regret the time
!ipent.

..

The c,pera itself is: a happy
comhination of words and mui::ic
which. allhough written by hrn
diffol'ent men. fit one another
1wrfcdly. Villainy. tragedy. romance and love are all portrayecl in
the :-.ame happy, entertaining ma11- ·
ner. We are not asked to cry, or
~huclcler, but to simply enjoy ourselves in comfort.
f n the pre11aration of this opera,
we haV(' had the assistance of a
large staff. in preparing the mu:sic, direding the dramatic procl11dion. the costuming-, the stav.ing and lighting effects. Their

effort~ arc much appreciated by
the school at large.
\re an! indebted to i\lessrs Fred
Lodge, Leslie l\kNamara, an <1
Lockhart Johnston for taking the
ma.ior parts of Ralph, the captain,
ancl the admiral. parts calling for
more training than can he expected of boys in our ~chool.
C'O~CERT CHOIUlS
Girls-Sadie \\'pj~herg-, Rose YozcvPvill'h. Lillian SL•dl(•sky, S,ylvin Finelwrg,
:.\hlu<le Bohling. Lillian Britton, Amm
Turt,m. Lily :--err, J<;L;ie Richar,l~on,
Ro•·c .\lechank, Gladys Tnlhot, Helen
:.\lacnamara, .Jean Fletcher, Syhil Simmons. Helen ;\[ortimcr. Anne .:\lortinwr,
Beatrii:o Ui:-low, Helen Tohin, Amrn
Starkc1·, Audrey l>avi~. lne7. Thompson.
Helen Semak, Sylvia l\lillt•r, )fary l\l eDcrmott.
Boys-Geo. Burnslein, Gco. Goldstein.
If a n·v Kl'o:mcr
Wm. )le Donald, Alf.
Hool~, Fred ~lo;·neau, Ford .McKay, Alex.
L:111glois, ,Jos. Laforct, Osl'a r Sou illiere
Arthur !\lann, Ernie Milrw, Abraham
F'<'ldman, .John Owo:n, C:co. Burton, Theo.
Lazun·k. Tum Tobin, ,John Nixon, C.irl
.\lonlgomcry.
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THE ROTARY SYSTEM
During the second year of the
Technical School's operations, it
was found that the attendance was
so large that the institution was
becoming overcrowded. It would
have been unreasonable, of course,
to refu~e entrance to those applying for admission, so some plan
had to be devised to take care of
this ::;urplus. Upon inquiry it was
found that at all times during the
day there , \Yere certain rooms
empty. either class rooms or shops,
an<l after much consideration it
was decided to give the Rotary
Syslem a tryout. This system
would keep all rooms occupied at
all times.
The following will outline this
plan. In the morning, the pupils
scrure any books which will be requil'ed for the classes until recess.
At nine o'clock they assemble in
I he home room, and the class
teacher marks ihe attendance
sheet. The students then form in
line and march in single file to the
class denoted by the time table, for
a period of thirty-five minute~
study. This is continued until re-

cess, when the pupils are dismissed
so that they may again go to
their lockers and obtain any books
which
will
be
needed
for
the next group of periods until
lunch time. There are three lunch
spaces, the first of these beginningat twenty-five minutes after eleven
and the last at twenty-five minutes to one These spaces are of
the same duration as the preceding
ones, thirty-five minutes each.
By the old system. the teachers
had to decide which books thev
would need for the subjects which
were to be taught and then \Vastc
time walking to the classes, while
by the Rotary System the pupili:;
walk from room to room. This little inte1·mission rests them ancl
makes them more fit for the next
subject.
Added to this,, every
room is occupied at all times. One
disadvantage is that the pupils
have to carry their books around
with them. and therefore these are
sometimes lost.
This comparison of the advantages and disadvantages of the
systems will clearly i11ustrate the
superiority of the Rotary System.
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HOCKEY 'l'EA:\1
Back R11w- Bu1·ton .Johnston, Ernie 'Niemi, Mr. Corrigan (Coaeh), '.\Ii·. N". F. :\1orrison ( Mana~c1·). )l 1·. W. D. Lowe, Clu rcncc Langlo is, Stephen Clinansmit.h.
Front Row- Charles Teno, ,Joseph .:\fcParland, Omar T>rouillanl, Alex Todd, George
Ilaslie, David Cockcll, .:'lktro Skaleski.
Sitting-Eddie '.\lartin, (Property '.\Ian.).

/} R Ea~l"r

T/r-T Scco

HOCKEY
J,

llocke.v is the faslesl and most
spectacular game in the world. The
rapid and sustained action ancl the

constant shifting of the play from
one goa1 to the other makes it a
succession of thrills for the speetators and sometimes of spills for
the players. It is a sport which
,lemands skill and endurance, ancl
onl~· those who careful]~· observe
the laws of health and hygiene
find themselves ahle to take part.
Hockey in the Windsor-\Valkerville Technical School is now five.

~·ears old, and is in a flourshing
condition. Last year's team came
very close to achieving the crown
of its ambitions in the form of
the ,Junior \Y. 0. S.S. A. championship. The Stratford Collegiate
team were however a little too experienced.
The present winter
haR been a very successful one. In
spite of the fact that the Windsor
and Walker,illo Collegiate teams
were much stronger than before,
om· boy~ won the group championship with four succesRiYe victories. The score::; against ·winnrn1
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,,:ere rn-O and 6-1. and against
Walkerville 5-1 and 5-1.
De La Salle Collegiatl' of London were Tech's opponents in the
semi-finals. The first game of the
i:-eries was played in \Vinclsor before a la1·gc crowd. De La Salle
backed by the marvel!ous goallending l\Iolly, put up a ,,·ornlPrful
fight for half the game.
ThPn
Tech. ran wild to score a !>-2
triumph. The return game in Lon<lon al:--o went to Tech by a :!-1
count.
Then came the finals.
The
mighty Stratford Ct>llegiate. champions for the pa:--t two years, and
fresh from the conquest of :\Iitchell, swept into town. The teams
playe<l at a terrific pace.
For
thirty-two minutes there was no
score on either side-and then during- the last eight minutes of the
seconcl period Tech scored th1·ee.
The game ended with Tech. leading ,1-1.
The retum game in Stratford
was c,·en more thrilling. A large
delegation of loyal supporter$ hil"e<i a moving van and journeyed
lo Stratford.
This magnificent
:rnpport in~pired the team.
For
forty-six minutes Stratford and
Tech. battled without a s1.:ore. One
team had to weaken, and thi:,; time
it was Stratford. Tech. scored
three goals in quick succession, anci
won the game and the round. The
championship, eager!_\' sought for
five years was ours at last.

8<'11111,)

Yl'm' Book

111 winning- the .Juni~JI" W. O. S.
S. .A. championship for rn~R
Tct'h. compiled a man'<'llous l'l'·
1·ord..
J;;ight lt•ague games wen·
plared ancl all were ,,·on hy larg-e
:-cores. During tbt>se sranw-; Tech.
:-.cored forty-eight times, while ,1111·
opponents were able to scarp hul
7.
This recol"d has never before
been e11ualletl in high school hockey, and will likely stand for many
years.
The following is a brief skekh
of the players:
Teno (2)-Goal-Charlie is the
c1ptuin and is a vVinds'Jr boy. He
used to play defence. but when he
camp to Tech. he blos:-ometl forth
into a goalie. He stops 'em.
'l obin (2)-Defence-~Tom is a
\'eternn from las1 rear':; team. IIr
has just one ambition in life and
that is to meet Stratford again.
On trips away from home he is
the life of the party.
Langlois (:))-Defence-Duel is
at present the most illustrious citizen of LaSallP. He i:-; in constant.
training and is achieving fanrn ~1~
a goal getter.
HP and ''Toby"
make a powerful defence pair.
Coekell (4)-Right Wing-DaYie fought valiantly against Stratford last year. He plays a goo.I
combination game. checks hard.
and is an all round valuable player.
Hastie (fi)--Cenlre-.Gcorge leads
the Tech. forward line on their
goal-getting expeditions.
He is
fast and clen!r. aud is a hea\'?
scorer. The motto of OPJ>o::;ing

teams is "Walch Hastie."
Todd

Wing Ak•x
t,--am:,; up with Hastie on tlw fo1·wurcl line. lie assists il1 a gl'eal
man~· scores. and scores not a few
goals himself.
!'J'ierni (7)-Right Wing-Ernie
hails from Rh·ertdde. wht•rc hockt'V
player:- arc horn not made. He
p 1,.ws hii;; 11osition we11, and is a
yaluahle pla\'er hot h on alt al'k ancl
defence.
(G)-Left
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BOYS' BASKg'l'BALL
:\lr. C'. )lrCallum (Coach), Frank Swal'kha111nwr and Basil R.olwrtson
(cheer karlcrs). 1\fr. W. D. Lowe.
)liilrlll' Row Hos;s Howard, Vernon Vil•, Cordon Andcr~on (Captain), Frank Hull, Dick
J\Icl,ar1•n.
Ji'rnnl Row Sorman 1')1)iott. Alfrt>d Boole, Cl:ml'Y Fi:dier.
Dal'k R, w

I lo11ill:ml (H)-C'l'lltn, aml Lcfl
\V,11g-0111ar used lo play dcl'cnl'l',

but this winter hB clecided lo lH1 l'omc a forward. III' dwekg hard
anrJ ~t'Ol'CS frc <Jllelltb1 •
1kParlarnl (D)-Left WingWhat ,Joe lacks in size he makes t1J1
1

J,

i11 ambition.

lfo knmvs how 1 ,

st:01·e and his pcrsish'nt back
c:lwrking pla.n;; havm• with his o})pont•nts.
Skah:•ski (10)-Goal-i\lclrn is a

form<·r resident of Fort William.
Likl· C'harlil· 'l'l•no his };J)P<·ialty is
slopping 11nelo,.

e1i11ansmith ( l l )-Left Wing'·Ste,·e" or "Spee" is a hard working for·,, anl, who learn eel the g,m1r.
on t lw 01wn <ti r rinks or \Vind::.m-.

BOY[.;' BASKETBALL
Baskci ball is perhaps the most
importnnt of 1he sports in school.
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RUGBY TEAM
Back Row Lefl to Right
l{or ,fcwcll, llaroltl Pastorius, James Zade, Mr. W. D. Lowe, Will
w,;Jk,•r, .foseph Renaud, .John Parent (Capt.), Alex Odevst·ff, Vernon
Vic, )1 r. r.. :.\lontrMe ( Coaeh). Gordon Anderson, Joe Mason, !•'rank
Bwat'khnmmer. J\lr. K Sirrs (:\Ianage1·), .John Ross, Staunton Fauria.
Front Row
Orvillt• 1lason, Adelal'Cl Ouc:Jlette, Stephen Clinansmith, Alex Langlois,
Clayton Bn•nt. Basil RnherLson, Tom Tohin, Clarence Gelinas, Norton
Harmon. Ernie Niemi, George Hastie.

This year'R team, a combination of
new playen-;, shows plenty of spirit
and fight to win, but lacks team
work and tricks that come to a
team that has played together for
a year or so rather than a few
months. But the team as a whole
is a great credit to the school.
Although they did not win the
championship, they gave the other
teams a great scare.
League games were not nunwrou~ so to satisfy the appeal of the.
players, many other teams were
challenged and played, with disastt·ous results for most of them.
·with Fisher and IIoole at guard.
and Vil', An<lenmn, ancl Hull on

the forward line, Tech has one of
the best basketball team:-- cvP.r
turned out.

RUGBY
The rugby situation at Tech.
presents the usual difficulties of a
1·apid turn-over of students. Not
ha \·ing enough players to form a
junior team. we are forced to go
into higher ranks with a team
made up of a few seai:;oned players
and a large number of young candidates playing t11e game for the
first time. While these boys possei:is all lhe qualities of good playPl'R,
they lack self-confidence
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against older and more experienced opponents.
We hope the increase in registi,ation next :vear will provide us
with mate1·ial for a junior team
and develop the younger boys in
eompelition with their equals.
We were pleased with the fine
~howing our "youngsters'' made in
senior company.
Under
the
captaincy of "Beanie" Parent, the
team performed in a creditable
manner. The long runs of Vie and
Anclersor1, Jine plunging of Brent
and Tobin and the tackling of Joe
l\lai:;on were outstanding features
of our team. The accompanying
cut ghows the generous support of
our school lo this exciting pastime.

--- 01- -OUR CA DET CORPS

r

)

''This corps is improving each
year an<l is in the runners up for
General Efficiency Trophy for M.
D. No. 1." Such is the essential
pa1·t of the report of Lieut. Col.
Gillespie who was the inspecting
officer at the annual inspection of
Windsor Walkerville Technical
School Cadet Corps No. 1112, held
in Lanspeary Park on June 1st,
1!)27.
This report is further
Hlrengthened by the fact that in
every department the corps was
rated "Very Good." The Bugle
Ranrl was SJ)ecially mentioned as
being one of the best in the district. This is a fine tribute to
th,• work of Instructors Denean
and Neale and the Cadet personnel of the band. It is also a very
gratifying fact to note that the
standing was raised from fifth
plaee in 1926 to third place in 1927.

This is a record for the school
and corps to be proud of, especially
when it is considered that this is
one of the youngest corps in M.D.
No. 'J!, which comprises most of
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Western Ontario. [n addition, as
many of the cadet~ emollecl an•
011ly in school one or two years,
this entails an immense amount of
work on those responsible for the
training of the coq>s.
The personnel of the Cadet Offi<:ers for 1927 wag .1s follows:-

Battalion

Commancler -

.Julius

Goldman.
Battalion 2ncl Commander- Ja<'k
Blackton.
A. Co. Co. Commancler- Lc•o Goldman.
Platoon Commanders :- -C'luqnrnm,
Courtenay.
B Co. Co. Commancler- i\kArt hur.
Platoon Commanders: - Kenwy,
Hull.
C. Co. Co. Comm,uHIPr- l{oy Pa:;;hak.
Platoon Com man<i(•1·s :- 'I' lw,oha ld,

McDonald.
Signal Section- Jones.
Stretcher Bearern-John Parent.
Band-G. Gelinas.

3S
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SOCCER TEAM

Hat•k How Ji'rnnk Olive!', Wm. Ml'Donnld, ~lr. P. Bennett (Conch), Mr. W. D. Lowe,
Clancy Fisher, Arthur Mann.
}'rout How- William Gibb, G<•o1·ge Sinelair. ;\lal<-ohn Routlt>dge, ErrlC':::t :\Iilrw, \Villin111
Swan, Ashley Higham.
,\ hs1 111l- \\' ill i:rn1 Roy cl, :\1 Pll'O Skall',:k i.

SOCCER
The Soccer team played a very
good game this year, but were not
strong enough to carry a victory
over Winclsor 01· Walkerville Collegiatcs. 'I'he players were light
and eould not penetrale the heayy
line of the defence of theil' opposi
lion. They played their best game
with Windsor when they held that
eleven down to a final score of 1-0
in Windsor's favor. The team at
all limes playecl fair and fought
har<l, and were always backed uyl
hy I lwit· eoaeh, :\It·. Bt•nnelt.

BOYS' BASEBALL
Teck's baseball team was a small,
fast nine last year, and although
they did not come out on top, they
played a fast game. They won their
first game with W.C.I. with a S<'orc
ot' •1-:t They lost their next two
to Assumption College aml W.C.I.
Tn their next game with Assump• liou. they played an elcYcn inning
hut failed to defeat Assumption by
S-2. Langlois, the first baseman.
rccl'iYecl the glove given to thl·
player who got to fir:--l hww oft1'11Pst.

The Winclimr-Walkcrville Tcchntt:al Setwol YC'ar Houk

.

R1F'LE TEA:\l

Bat•k Row-'.\lr. W. J>. Lowe, Mr. W. Tl. Hnrmon, Frank Hull, .Jue I.aforet, Kt•n
Kcr:<<·y, Mr. E .•J. Sil'l's.
FronL Row- Henry Fleming. Stuart Chalmcrn, Arthur .:\tunn, J>uugla:; ltadford, Bert
Balsom.
Absent- Bernar«l Swanson

THE RI FLE TEAM
One of the acti,,ities of our school
about which there is no great publicity is shooting. Throughout the

acacfomie year instruction and p1·act ice an• giYen on the miniature
range, within the school. to those
J,o:n,; \\'ho haYe ohtainecl the con~enl of their parents.
SeYeral matche~ are fired and
velT creclitable scores ha,·e been

recorclecl both in this and former
vca1·s. The chief event is the
"King George fi Cup" match which
is fired on the Co,'e range~ in London in October each ~·ear. Thiimai,·h brings together teams from
pradically all the larger and many
of the :-maller schools in Western

Ontario. This year i,;eventC'en teams
were entered. The competition was
very close, the winning team not
1-:eing known until the last comr,etitor hacl fired. The results of

the day's shoot for our school were
ouite encouraging as the members
of the team brought back two medals as well as the team prizes.
Bernard Swanson w·on the D.C.
.R.A. bronze medal for sixth place
in the individual aggregate out of
1:rn competitors. while Bert Bali:;om won the gold medal for the
hiirhest score at 300 yards out of
a like number of competitors. Handirappecl as we are owing to the
la<'k of an offkial outdoor range,
this is considered an excellent
;,;howing.

'l'he \.\'in,lsor-Walkcrvillc Technical School Ycar Huok

TRACK & FI ELD TEA:.\!

llack Row-.Jjm Cruickshank, Gerald Getly. Kerr Christian (Sr. Champ.), Ray Lauzon
(lnt. Champ.) Mr. W. D. Lowe, Frank Hull, Alex Lan~lois, Arnold Giles, Willie l\l illl!r,
Levere H uchws
.Middle Row-lfr. C. McCallum. (Coach), .Jim Woodiwiss. An~elu Oudlctte, Olive Weir,
.l\tiss ,f. Beasley (Director Girt~· Athlcticsl, Miss :'\L Connerly !Coach), ,\lfreda lh•g-hie, .Muriel Smith, Alfn•d IIoole, ;\fr. ,I. ,l. Wood (Coach)
Fl'ont Row -Vernon Vie, Rolicrt Cal'lcy, (Sr. Champ), Ellen Duhuis (,Jr. l'h)., Irc1w
Mitchell, Anne Krivoshein, Gordon Anderson, Ross Howard .

.\hscnt-Mr. F. ,J !\kGrath, Marjorie G1)sham, .l(•an Smith, Com Shipnian, L\'t:1
KniJ.d1l, Vivian Howe ( Sr. Champ. J, Conrad Guuthier, Tum Touin, Roy Vi(•,

FIELD DAY
Throughout the school year. no
one event is responsible for more
c'X<'ilement than the annual Inter.

school l<'ielcl Day. Thi~ year wa~
no ex.ceptiou. Almost from the opening of school. t h e girl~ under
Mi:-s Beasley and :Miss Connerty,
and the boys under l\Ir. 1IcCallum

11
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GIRLS' BASKETBALL TEAMS
llclcn Carfal (Cnpt. of 1st team), Gertrude Perr~· (Int.), Winnie Pott" (ht), Olive
Weir (lsl), Alfr<.>tla Rcgbic (lnt.). An~clla OuclleltP (lnt.), <:lady:,; Panmt (lnt.),
Helen 1•;d1liL• (lnt.), Verna Rudlin~ (1st), J\Juricl Smith (lstl, Norma Wcldrick (Capt.
Jnt. Team), l\.largan.>t Horton (lnt.).
Senl1•d Miss )1. Connl'l'ty (Assistant Coal'.'h), .M iss ,Jean Ill'asley (Director of Girls'
Athletics cUHI Coach), Mr. W. D. Lowe.
;\l,s~·11l Elizaheth Hall (lst.), Gertrude• Ray (lnt.), Dorothy Gatat'rc (lnt.), Mary
Potter

aml :\It·. Wood, were turning oul
for Lr:u:k wm·k eYery fine afternoon. And when the clay finally
came. allhough Tech did not retain
lhc ~hiclcl, 76 points were secured,
I fl being contributed by the girls
arnl !)7 b~· the boys. ln adrlition to
l hat, Ra~·mond Lauzon of Cl C. won
Uw Intermediate Championship
wilh a total of 21 points. The boys
aJ'l' competing in the track meet
at London next :\Iay and hope to
hl'ing back more than one champion~hip to Tech.
- - - 01- - -

rrHE SENI OR GIRLS'
BASKETBALL TEAM
With the retnrn of six members
of last year's team, Tech had the
nucleus of a good team this year.
With the add it ion of new pupih:;
from other schools. Tech has heen
able to put on lhe floor one of the
best teams it has ever had. Oul
of five games played. three ha\'e

been won and two Jost.

Should

Tech win from Windsor in lhl~ last
game, the two schools will he tied
for first place in the district.
The first game of the season
was lost to \Vindsor by a score of
17-14 in the last minute and a
half of play. It was the clPanesl,
fastest game yet played. For the
first time. a Tech girls' first team
beat Walkerville's first team by a
score of 28-21. Tech also won
two games from Sarnia 22-rn. 2220, but lost the return game with
Walkerville 26-21.
Everyone is proud of the team,
which, under the leadership of Helen Garfat. has been so succei:;i-ful
this year.

Who's Who on the Team
H8U!:-.: GAR1''AT-The snappy little
captain ancl inspirer of the team makes Tet·h's scores run up with her acl'Urale ~hots.
MURIEL S}llTII -One or our starring

12
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GIRLS' S01"'1' HALi, '11~.\.\I
Back Row-Cora Shipman, .\lr. E. ShriH (C-0ac:h), l\lr. W. D. Low<.', l\liss ,l<.'an Bt"aslcy
(Director of Girls' AthlctiesJ, lWzaht•th Hall
Middle Row-)Iul'iel Smith, Edna Smilh, Helen Gurfnt (Capt.niti), Knthlcen Slowgl'ove, Beulah Hyer.
l<'t'ont Row ,Jewel Delong, llelen tchlic, Claclj:.; Parent, l,clu Knight.
forwards, whose exeellent work wi!J be
recalled with pleasure for many a day.
WINNIE POTTS-Agile on her feet.
light but aggressive: she is a good
sport and possesses an aecurate shot.
VERNA RUDLING-She is a good defence, both fast and tall. 'l'he basket
hall very rarely gets past her arms
which she always uses to the best advantage.
ELIZA BETH HALL-"Liz", an adept
player, plays the game quick)~, nncl
craftily. She can be depended upon
to get her opponent on all occasions.
OLIVE WEIR-She is a snappy litlle
guard, and deserves credit for holding
her forward down to a limited number
of baskets.

INTERMEDIATE GIRLS·
BASKETBALL
\VC' offer our rongmtulations to thl'
inll'rnwdia I I' J.('irls who reprrxl•nte,1 t Jw
ft·h ,ol in thr baskPthall :;cries last fall,

While our gi!']:,; didn't win the dtampionship in their g-ronp, they came next t<•
\Vindsor who ah,ays supports n suong

t1.:a m.

GIRLS' ATHLETIC8
nuring the <'Ooler months of the school
term evt'ry gil'! plays ba!'!ketlmll, while
volley ball. baseball, hacJminton. and tennis are played in the Spring. There is
u competition between the forms in hnskethall. All the first forms are in one
group, while sc<."oncl, third an<l fourth
compose the otlwr group. The bt'st teams
in these two groups play off. Athletit·
pins are given to the memben; of the
team winning the form championship.
Fi\'e of these pins entitl<> the holder to a
ctmerit pin."
-----<01---

GIRLS' SOFl' BAT,L
Jn the spring of 1 !'127, Tech was
~uec~:-l:::ful in winning the eounly
chamJiionship in :;(11'{ ball.

t
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TRCH ~JE;'\JORJ ES
01w fhn· ns I

Wm)rl,

AL the thought of old fri<'nds my eyes

wandt•rcd :tlnnP in th<'

T , WIil' to a 11ln<'t' where a gianL elm
lrt>1• slnn,I.
1\i; I J.{azerl 011 it, henuly, s,,flly I sighed,
:\s J.(l';u·dul it, towcrc•tl nlufL in its pl'id1•,
\\ he II of n sud,len a vi,don appe:trPd,

C

l
1

And whert> till' elm t,·eC' stood the Tccl1
Tow1•r:,; reare,l,
c:Jinling nnrl flashing :tloft in the sun,
l~:wh tow"r flnslw1l hnt•k tht> ra\'f1 one
by orw.

•

Th" s1·hool looki•d the samt ns I knew

it of yol'l',
With lhe ~n·at <'Urving driveway Jcadi11g- up to the ,lollr;

Th<' cln('k in iLs pince still markPc) off
Lhe houi,,,
,\nrl thP beds on the lawn Wl'l'C' ahlaze
with hright flowers.
I cntC'1·ed, and stootl nlone in the hnlls.
And sil1•11tl~· gazed at the i:.,·enes on LhC'

Lhc walls.
Tllfln nwmodes <':lllln flonrli11g- hn<'k thru
tlw years,

dimmed with tem·s.
A 1111 till as I gazed, all faded away,
Tlw elm tree liesicle me $eemed softly
to sway,
A 11d l1t•11<ling', drooped 'rnuncl mr its tencl1•r gn•l!n lea \'t'S,
\11d whispt•rc<I so soflly of my 'J'ech
.\It' moric!l.

CHARLF.$ Jt'JSHER

GRADUATE8 DANCE
'J'he graduates dance was, of
com ~c. :t g1•eat event. and was
looked fon\'ard to by all the graduah's and their friends.
rt was hclcl on ,January l~th,
1!>28. in the big gymnasium of the
Technical School.
.Mr. O'Neill certainly deserves a
g-reat deal of thanks for the wa,·
in which he decorated the 1n·n1.
It looked beautiful with its differt•nt colourecl streamers and its
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large palms. In the centre was an
aeroplane suspended from the ceiling. Written on the wings was
"The Spirit of Tech.'' The orchestra stand was decorated with
Japanese lanterns and streamers.
while the dresses of the graduates
aclded a final touch to the colour
scheme. The dancing started at 9
p.m. and concluded at 12.30 p.m.
.Judging from the noise and laughter, everyone had a good time.
When the dancing started, caps
ancl f.t\'ours we1·e given to all, anci
they certainly added a i ouch of
J,!ay,•ty to the occasion.

COMMENCEMENT
The commencement exercises of
lhe \Vindsor-\Valkerville Technical
school were held in the Technical
S1·hool Auditorium on the evening
or .Jan. 11. In the absence of :\Ir.
R..J. Desmarais, chairman of the
board, the chair was taken b:v- :Mr.
(;t•o. A. Courtenay.
Following the singing of O Canada. the chairman delivered an address in which he spoke highly of
the Technical school and its leaching ~taff. A piano solo was then
ph·a~ingly rendered hy :Miss Lorna
Hatzolcl and a selection ".Juliet"
was played by the school orchestra.
Mr. D. 1\1. Eagle, principal of the
French-English training school for
teachers, addressed the graduates.
He clealt with the necessity of
pradising thrift, and of making
the best use of spare time, on the

part of those who are obligerl to
work for a living.
He spoke of
the value of hard work and the responsibilities that are continually
to be met with in the day's ,,·ork.
l\Ir. Eagle spoke of the day a.:: be-.
ing divided into 8-hour periods, the
work period, the rec1·eation period,
and the period for sleeping, ancl
advised the graduates to use each
period to the greatest advantage.

After i\Ir. Eagle's address, a
vocal solo was rendered by Vera
Xageleisen. The commercial diplomas were presented by Mr. Andrew Leishman, ,,·hile l\Iiss Glady:;
Breed presented the Household
Arts diplomas.
A violin duet ''Souvenfr'' was
next played by Earl Laforet and
Earl Fortin, while Gladys Kerr delivered the valedictory address. The
merit pins were then awarded by
i\Ir. Long of the Board to tho:-il.,
who headed their classes during 1.he
previous rear. Charl<'s FishN d,·li\'ct·ecl lhL· humcwous fwhool ywophecy.
l\tr. Frank Harding }ffCst•nted
tlw Athletic medals in the abscm·t·
or :Mr. Frank W. Regler. The'

Dominion of Canada Riflt? Assol!iaLion medals were presenlPcl by l\Tr.
P. ,J. Tschirhart.
A selection "Lassie of ;\line''
was played by the school orchestra.

The exercises were hrou}.{ht to a
close with the singing of ··Co<l
Sa\'e the King".

---o-----l\lE8SAGE FROM A GRADUA'f}~
I want to congratulate the school
as a whole, on the splendid ancl remarkable progress it has made within the past four years. You (1 use

the

personal

J)l'onoun

now as

though speaking to each one individually). have shown the real 'Tech
Spirit' and have won a name for
yourself far and wide.

The fourth year will always
stand out foremost in m~· memory,
and ,vhat a good year that was!
One of the most ouU,tanrling features was the "Tech United" which
as you know. was started and put
under way through the efforts of
Mr. Voaclen. Oh! how I wish I
were back at school if just to attend those meetings, where everyl>0rt~· knew one another. As the
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OIU(1INAL GROUP OF GRADUATIXG APPRENTICES :\'I' FORD .\lOTOR

,~o.

Bnc·k Row- .\11'. F'. E .•Johnston, Hugh Kennedy, .\Jr. W. U. LOWl', F.,I. ,lacomll, .\II·.
C. II. .\lontrose
J'runt. How-Murray Smith, Rm;scll Bristow, C:has. Tofflcmin:, Oma1· VL·rb<ml·ocur,
Jtoht. F'tcebairn, Adrian Boudreau, Sed,hm Du('kworth, Kl•nm•t.h Leatlwl'(l:lll•,

Jnsci~: .\I r. S. R. Ross, Wilfrc«I Boutelle.

Company.

This has supplemented
Uwir training at Tech in this work
and has pa,·erl I he way for uelter
things to come.

---,oo--llOUSEIIOLD ARTS DEPARTMENT
Ethel .Jacques
Allhough a graduate of the
Jlouseholtl Arts Course, Ethel has
been working for a year in one of
Canacla'H largest business firms,
that of the Bell Telephone Company. She find~ the work very interesting and has been very suc-

A hsent.:

Ed. llamilt.011

Fern Knight
Fern Knight was our c:ook. ~IH•
not on!, knew her calories but as ;i
star pupil she did shine. She waf;
a ronscien tious worker and led he I'
class, graduating in Ul27. During
her last year, she serYed as treasurer of the Tech United, and in
September returned to school to
study Book-keeping and Art and
to do part time work as Cashier
and desser:; and cakc-muk"r in tlw
sc:hool cafeteria. Fern i~ interested in Social Service ancl has already commenced work with the
Unh·ersity of Detroit.

cessful in a position where accurHcy and speed are demanded.

\Ve prophesr that Ethel will yet
make use of her training in homemaking.

NelJie Ostrowski
Nellie Ostrowski came to this
school four years ago, and entered
the Teehnical department. It was
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not long before her influence waR
L'elt. She was interested in all the
school acti\'ities, the school plays,
year hook, and Technical Towers,
a weekly column in the star.
She specialized in Millinery and
we are assured of Nellie's ability
in that work, by the fact that last
i;ummer while in the employment
of Miss Tait, a Milliner in Detroit.
she was placed in charge during
Miss Tait':-- absence.

Nellil' i~ now in the Commercial
department. and we feel sure that a
J.."irl po~se~i·dng such ability and
<'harm will he a credit to tlw
:·a·honl, th<• teaehers and hen,elf.
Martha Tacon
nurse! She specialized in
eooking and home nursing and
s.rraduatecl with honor.s in l!l27.
~he was an interested worker. In
~eptemhcr she entered the Chilclf't•n\i Hospital. J)pf roit, Whl'l'e :-·he
is in training.
0111·

Muriel Chisholm

l'UI'

Hook

where her duties are record
keeping. _g-iving of treatments, preparation of dressings and general
office care. :\Iaribelle seemed temperamentally suited to a nurse's
calling, and we belieYe she ,vill yet
realize her ambition.

Jean Deyo
She completed her third year of
the home-1naking course in 1!>27.
She is now taking a commercial
course, but hopes to continue her
s1 uclies in English and Art-her
1wo favorite :mbjeeb;.

l\farganit Choate
A grncluate or .JunQ, ln27. In Ow
fall she aeceptcd a po:--ition .is make!' ancl tri mmcr of hats in Uw Gloria Hat Shop, an exclusive millinery parlour in thp Wooclwal'd Arcade, Detroit. Proof of Margaret's
~uccess is in the statement which
Miss Wilson. l\fargan,t's employer,
makes: "1\largaret is a wonch•rfu I
worker, I would not part with her
under any consi<lPration".

A verr popular member of the
g1·aduating class of
She had a
most winning per:-onality.

The hrn 1rirls helow did not
graduate from this department. hut
they spent a year 01· mor<' in our

After leaving school, l\Iuriel was
in t radc in Detroit for ono year.
and proved ver.v suceP:18 t' u I l n her
wo1·k as a finisher. HPr emplo.n•r
spol<e \'et·y highly of the charadt'l'
of her work.

school:

·2,,.

In H>27 she entei·ecl the Ontal'io
Training College in Hamilton.
where she took a summer course
in dressmaking. She graduated as
a junior and received her diploma.
whieh qualifies her as a teacher of
dressmaking. She expects to eomplctc her training.

Maribe11e Gilmore
When Maribele Gilmo1·e graduated in 1926, her ambition was anc'
still is to become a nurse, but in
the meantime she is very happy
as assistant in a doctor's office,

Enid Buley
l~nid, for I hn•t> ~·t•urs. was a popular member of the Techni<'Hl
Department. She \\'a~ a uright English girl and took cagcrl.v to hPr
work from the start. To j!e( eXJ)ct·ience in the line of selling. shP.
worked for a while in the C. TI.
Smith Store, where she <licl very
well. At present, J.:nid is <loing- parlom· Millinery at home.
Dorh, Taylor
Upon completing hc•r CollegiatP
course, Doris entered Tech. where'
she spent part time in the Household Arts Department. She was very artistic and took a keen delight
in Milliner~·. She decided to train as
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fo11rth yt'ar was the he:-t then. I
know this fourth ~·ear will he even
ht>tl er.
I am :,;urc that you will do all
in your power to uphold the name
of your sehool. You will want to
lie the lwst sthool in the Dominion
and I hOJJl' you \\ ill soon ac·cmnpli:-:h
this r.ncl.
With kind t'Pmembrances to my
loyal teachers and ex-students, I
1ww hring- my narrative to a close.
Yours for eve1',\' suecess,
FRA~~;R GRENVTLLK
- - - o- - -

1'HE ADVENTURES

()ft'

A

GRADUATE
J IPfi sehool last year with high
hope:c. and g1'Pal ambitions. In fact
1 quite inh•1Hlt'd to lake the world
hy siorm- !Ju t the world took nw
hy storm instead. Thinking al>oul
getting a 11osition is \'Pl'Y simple.
I found. but tht• adual "getting"
is a jol, in itself'.

The first. one was easy euough,
hut one day the firm's money gave

out. and that w.u; the encl of my
first. job.
Then thr. run began. One day I
slarf NI out lo an office to apply
fot· a position. "It'~ only a few min-

utc•s ride on the car" I was told,
and so off I went. I gaily jumped
on a s lreet car am! lolcl the con-

ductor to .veil when he came to my
f:.{OJ>.

A few minutes passed-then a
few more. Half an hour pm~serl and
still the conductor hadn't sairl a
word. Ten minutes more crawled
or at a snail's pace and I was still
sitting 011 the street car. By thi:t.ime, I was beginning to get excitecl. So was the street car. In fact.
it got so excited it jumped right
off the track and there it stayed
for hours it seemed. Finally we
started off again. anrl nearly an
hour later the concluct-0r ushered
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me off at my stop. But it wasn't
so simple as that. No indeed! The
next question ,vas, which way to
walk to reach the number I was
looking for. It was a lovely distric:t-Oh yes !
I really couldn't decide whether
to walk in one of the junk shops,
011e of the Chinese Laundries, 01·
one of the restaurants with the
runny printing (which I couldn't

read) on the door, to inquire. So,
lo seille the matter I marched up
lo a man who was doing gymnastin, 011 the street car track with a
l'l'ow-bar. He looked up with a ferndous expression and told me (in
his own language of course) something which T took to mean "Mind
your own business'. Therefore, I
found it advisable to move on without further questions. Quite naturall.v of cours<~, I moved in the
wrong direction, ancl after strolling along a few blocks, I discovcrecl my mistake and strolled in the
other direction. But before I reachPd my destination, the street endecl
abruptly (a blind street I guess it
is called) three times, an cl each
lime I had to wander around until
T found where it started again.
\Veil. T did get lhere finallyjust three and a half hours after
I hacl started-only to find that
they wanted a girl between thirty
and thirty-five. So that was that!
Another time I was sent by
someone to interview a man in
Windsor. That wasn't so bad-until he decided he would dictate
lhree lettet$ to me. So he handed
me a note-book and an inch-andone-half pencil and began. A n d
~uch letters! About ~ix hundred
worcls a minu te---and the words!
For the first time in my life I
wished I had memorized Mr. Webster's dictionary.
When he had finished dictating,

he remarked that I might transcribe my notes on one of the girls'
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machines, although h e re a I I y
thought I was too young for the
position. Too bad he didn't say so
be r ore he started dictating,
thought I.
A few days later. I went to another office. That was better than
the others had been. All went well
until the manager suddenly remarked "Of course, there's considerable book-keeping to be done. On
you think ~·ou would have any trouble \vilh the books'?"
There ,vas ('l tense silence as before me floated a picture-a picture o f a n exasperated teache1·
handing back my exam. paper marked with a huge, red 38 '}~ . As plain)\· as if she-had been there before
~1c, I heard her say: "I rea11y dicln 't.. think it could be possible for one
J)f!l'stm to make so many mistakes
in Book-keeping until I saw your
paper''.
Well. I dicl the only thing left for
nH: lo do. I grabbed my hat and
beat a ha~ty retreat.
Bv this time, I had quite deciclecl
that I wouldn't be a stenographer
a rtt!r all. In fact, I had almost deci1led to take in l'loors to scrub instead.
Then suddenly, I was callecl lo
an office ancl given a position wi1 hout e\'cn asking for it.
The shock was terrible. I was so
daiecl that 1 put a street car ticket

in the box at the ferry and haucled
my gloves to the :-;treei car concluc·tor.
ELECTA ?vfcDADE
---01---

CLASS PROPHECY- 1927
Graduates of 'Twenty-seven,
hearken to a humble sage,
Who will tell you what yom· fortunes are to be;
I h,we peered into the future, and
have read each secret page,
And ha\'e witnessed all that fatP
hai-1 to clccrce.

Now I tell of one who will be great,
upon the bright lit stage;
Iler name and fame will echo fa1·
and wide,
In operas and Shakespeare's plays
she will be the rage.
Tech remembers Lorna Batzold.
with great pride.
And now l know you'd like to hear
the fate of Ken Gillett;
He tried to be a cowboy way out
west.
UuL when the cattle saw him, they
Just laughed themselves lo deaL,1
So the boss said, "Go back east ai111

take a rest".

·

I i-;aw a lady ~peaking lo a vast aiH,
mighty throng,
And what she said created quit<~ a
stir;
"Us women want our rights,'' she
t:ricd. The crowd cheered loud and
long;
Wh~n I saw that it wai:; Gladys

Kerr.
There's a jolly little fellow, all

dre::;sed up as Santa Claus,
Ancl he rings a bell to those who
pass him by;
You can tell without much trouble,
that it's Donald Lord, because
Ynu can see the merry twinkle i 11

his eye.

I ca11 see lhe perfect hostess of lhP
future, serving tea,
To a group that have upon ht•r
come to call ;
Fern Knight just knows that calories are very sure lo plcaRc;
Fm· hubby seemed to mincl them
not at all.
Political fame is coming to our olcl
friend Samuel Marks;
• He will talk and laugh his way 'till
he jg great.
Ah. no. I'm very sorry, but I've
made some wrong remarks;
Sam will only be mayor of Ford.
sad to rnlate.

J

l'i
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.: ust

'lt "P

ir.side this air." g~m., and

~ee the classes there;
1hey are swinging clubs, and play-

ing basketball.
Their instructor is a pippin, l\Iis:i
Dumsday, if you please;
But ~'ou'd never know her now.
gl,e\; grown so tall.
Here's a bonny kilted laddie frae
the noble Campbell clan,
We always knew he'd be the chief

of these;
Li!~. like:,; his kilts in Summer. hut

1

in the Winter and tlle Fall,
Ilc much prpfers prot,eclio11 'rnund
the knees.

I think that. I <'an 11ropl1ccy tlw lil'C'
or Leta Knight:
Shl' Lrie<l lo talk with s11iril:; in iht•
gloom.
Hnt whc•n a ghost appearccl, Lela
almost died of fright,
And the ghost laughed hollowly.
and left. the room.

r see come i: hargi 11g
on a 1iair of glt>ctming skates.
A hockey 1,layer of great renown

Down lhe ice

ancl fame;
.\net as 1 gaze upon him, he sits
clown upon the ice,
Conlon A11derson is this hrigh t

slar·~ name.
For one girl in the future. there':'I
a clrl'adful fate in store;
~hf' hacl her hair cut far llC'yo11d

recall.
And now style has clecree<l, tha1
long hair shall be wom,
wonder what will happen io
Lizzie Hall.
ThPn T saw old Tommr Simpson.

who'd ~worn he'd never wed.
grc he would lose his freedom. he
would die;
And there beside him stalked his
mistress tall and very grim.
An<l ai- I looked at Tom's sail f1•a1urcs, softly did I sigh.

~ow I think that

r .shall tell

a word

of Bernice Lane ;
Literature will claim her for it's
own;
Electa :\IcDade, too, I think will
win success amain,
And far and wide her name shall
then be known.

One day a \'oice we all know will
be heard upon the air,
And b~· its beauty will you all en-

thrall;
It may souncl at first like static,
but if you persevere,
You will find it is Julius Goldman
after all.

J see Pearl Langloi~ as a star upon
1lw sih e1· screen,
The hero of many a super play;
Xo,, let us gaze for jn~t a while
upon another scene

Of Nellie Ostrowski as
som{! clay.

:-i

collk

'I here arc some folks say I hat Wilf.
)leArthm· was dropped upon
his head,
When he was l>u t a bauy iwo or
three.
:\foe':,; none the worse for that, it's
made him wise inst encl;
Oh! what a Jovel,\• poliecman lw

will be.
I wandered in a cit·rus whCI'(' t lw
freaks Wl'l'e all on show,
And T saw a fat man sitting on a
chair;

Beside him ::;tood a i;lrong man.
Who coul<I twist a bar of stc J;
Tlwy were ~Iearl l\renard anri Parent. I declare.
0

And now the vision's facling, and I
C'an see no more;

Tlw future life has vanished quite
a wa)'·
But if sometime in yea1·s to come.
life seems hut a bore.
.r u~t reacl this prophec~·. and then
lw gay.
CHARLES FT8II f~Tt.
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AFTER GRADUATION
.A not her year has gone by and
has tciken from our midst a gl'cat
number of our J)upils. Some of
these have gone out into t h c
business world to put responsibilitr 011 thl'ir :-ho11 lclen~.
Others
ha,·t> t·onu• back to school lo in1'l'l!ase tlwir I, nnwll!clgl'. You will
:-;1•1• hy I he list below ho\\ our graduat Ps are employed.

CO:\E\11~ IWIA I, l>E PAR'l'i\ll~N'I'
Stenographers:PPctr! La11gloi~. :\Jar! ha Spi11tlkr,
l•~l1•anor Pridham, :\l111'iel l•~al'l,
Francis S<'hmid,
Clady:,; Ken,
Hilda \Vo<lllall. F1·cda Page, .Tean
'fhomJlS011, l~thi•I ( 'aughill. l~lh<•I
Laver, I,uey
Thl<'harnw, Rae
Gk•eckman, Lorna Ilatzol<I, g~u1er
An•1Hl, I•lrnily Wakeling, Millicent
Smith, A1111ie Rcvner, 1'hl'lma Holclen, .Jp~sie Burrndclc, llt>len Dro,w,
Lo11sic SlPphens, AgnC"~ O'Neil.
Gwyn Riddell. Iris Owen. :\'Tarjorir·
Statham. }Jli,mbelh Hall. :i\lyrl )Te1llan<l. Grace Willis, Sarah Gt>rRhn11,
Peur1 Renaud.
CTl'neral Offke Work:Pearl Smith. L~•l(' namrPll.
Bookkeepers:Donald Lore!. :\h1na~· Windl'1°k<'r.

Salesman:,Tames Rai~hcck.

Dictaphone Operator:,Electa McDade.

Bell Telephone:H ugh McDonald.
Assistant Treasurer:Ro$e Bea u~olcil.

---o---

.M enard, Tailor: Wilfred .MacArthur, I•'ord; ,Johu Black ton, flcll
Telephone; l<"rnRcr Grenvillri, Ford;
Wilmot Quick, Bulldog Electric:
Alfred Chapman, Be11 Telephone;
.foseph Bailer, l~lect rical Work;
Howard 8taclclo11, Huilcling Conlractor:-; Office; Wm. Farquhars,)n,
l•:led rical \\ ork; Stan le,\' Shaw.
.J:11:quc•s & Allistcr. Architeds;
Ernest Apcdailc. Bell Telephone;
Uillwrt Renaud, Ford; .Tas. Sleph<-'lls. Ford ; Erne:-l .J oiws, l<'on I ;
~am 1\larks. l\lad1inist: KP11n1..'lh
Libl,.v. 'J<'(Jrd: Allan lr\\'in, l1t·ll
'l'clepho1w: C::cll. C'rookt•1·. Skinner
E11gi11C'f!ri11g <'o.: Wall:H·P Hlad,mol'e, Assistm1t C\,11st1·ul'1io11 &
Dr.tftsman \ at Cai:: Co.: Ll'sli<•
CarnphPII, Bonll'r Citil S Stai·; C'lai·c>nc(• Gelinas. Dominion Forge &
Slamping Co; ('al'! ('n11rl1wy, How1

man & Anthony.
Those
Unemploy,•d - i\I1'rl1111
\V:ll il: Arthur Ove1·ton.
Those coutinuing their ccl111'alion
0

Frank Bowden ancl OsC"ar Papst.
l)t'll'oiL ln~titutc of TeC"hnology.
---<0---

AN INVESTMENT
1'<, the lrn!'tincs~ world, hwe.stment means thu loa11i11g of m01wy
with Lhe intention of getting a
suitable return fo1· its use.
EvPn
shrewcl bnsinesR men occasionally
fincl that little or nothing retums
from certain ventures.
How gratifying then a geniun<'
gilt edge inve:--lment ig !
A young man graduating from

Tech. has lit tie money, but he has
mueh time. How :-:hrewdly he• inwsts his first few ~·ears after
lca\'ing school will prohahly dccich•
his future progress and happiness.

TECHNICAL DEPARTMENT
Tho~e who are working - Leo
Goldman, Standard Stove Co; Roy
:i\loore, Ford; Thos. Simpson, Ford:
K(•nneth Gillet l, fnrming; 1\Teal'l

• Here we ha\'e a photo of a gro11J¥
of young men from Tech who have
completed a three years' apprentitcship in Tool and Die 1\Taking or
Elc•c1 rical Work at tlH' Ford 1\folol'
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·a teacher of :\lilliner~' and enterecl
Toronto Normal School.
Aftt>r graduating the following
summer, she attended the Training College in Hamilton and ohtainPrl her ccrtifieate which qualified
her to leach :\Ii11i11cry in au~· Technical School in Ontario.

---o--VALI~DIC'l'OHY
i\l r. Chail'man. teachers, students, cx-stuclents ancl friends of the
Wirnlsor - Walkerville Technical
School:
To u~. whose turn it is lo-night
to lake leave nf the actiYl! part in
t lw pleasant duties ancl assoeiations or this :,,chool, has come a full
rPalization of just what thiR commencement means to us. For the
last three yearn, we thought the
clay would never come. this cla,·
whPn school books would be p u ·l
aside forever and we would take
our placeR in the assemblv line ol'
this great indtrntrial and c:ommcrcial world.

?llan~· of us have already becomn
l''1Uainted with this world of lrnsiness of which we haYe so long ueen

,1

dreaming, and find it vastlv different from the. life here in· 'fech ..
and perhaps greatly cli[fel'enl from
what we had anticipated. Although
new interest now takes first po:--i tion in om· attention. there will always be a special· plnce in our
hearts f 01· dear old Tech.
Fol' our teachers we have hut one
message. "Thank you··. Thank you
for l he effol't s which you have extended lo help us. Thank you for
your personal interest and manr
kindnesses. You have tried to givP
us something of your own broarl
uutlook on life. \V c will not forget.
I know that I am speaking on
behalf of my class when I say that
we• clo not want to ue cast aside.
Let u::- still be tl part of the Tc•chnil'al ~khool and this need uol 011
·'Goocl-Bye".

So, as we leave our educational
home to enrol! in the large sc:hool
of life, we extend a wish that a:-long as lhe Winrlsor-WalkervillL·
Technical School exists, it will continue to flourish as it has in Uu•
11aRt few yC'ars. ancl that in th1•
years to come our lJp:-;t cifo~ens will
he able to point with pride to thi"
school where t h c y rel·eivl!d their
eclucation.
GLADYS KERH

··r:•>
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IIOlJSEIIOLD .\HT~ Dl!.:P'l'.
The girl who gracluales from Uw
Houscholcl Arts Department of this
~l'hool will make an icleal wife and
will also have a trade to work at
in lhl• lime between her graduation
and her marriage.
Upon graduation, she is able to
l'ommand a good salary in field:-;
that are not overcrowded. If she
:-:pccialized in )Iillinery or Dressmaking in her third year, she will
l,e in a position lo open up a smart
)lilliner~' or Dressmaking estahlisl1111ent of he!' own after she has
worked at the trade for a short
1ime. If she preferred the Foods
1lcpartment, after very little practice .she can open an attractive Tea
Room. These an• three of the position::; that she mighl work for. Are
they not worth ,vhile '?
She unclerstands how tu dress
a1,rropriatc1v r.ml altracti•·ely. tt:-.

Wl·ll as cl'ot10mie.dly- 11t,t dwaply
-but at a real !·mvi-:-1g-. lwl'all -;t• ~he
c:an make and clesign '1er own clothing to suil her station. her t~·pe,
and the occasion.

In her home, she and her l'amil.v
will be happy. Eecau:-e of he1· work
in Art. i:;he will he ahk• lo dral)l' a
l'Urtain here and place a eushion
there that will make her house into
a home.
In her Foods classes, she learne1I
how to keep her husband from conlrncting that rlrea<l disease indigertion, and her children will nc,·e1·
have blood poisonini;t because in he1·
Nm·sing -classes she has learned
how to avoid it. She and her children will alwars be stylishly dress• rd and will always wear the "Right
Hat on the Right Occasion".
Lucln· is the man who gets tht•
Househ~lcl Arts Department.; Gracluale !
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Cooking H.oom

1\11LLINERY
Jn the millinery rlcparlnwnt of
the Technical Course, :'.Ii::.s 1\fodp1·n
becomes aequainted with tlw e8s~·ntials of ht"l' warch·ohe. She soo11
finds out that hct· hat is one o[ thl'
most important arlides in her
whole costume.It will either makl•
or mar the• best anrl smm·te:-;t looking 1lress. To he smart ancl chit:. a
hat <Ines not necessarily have to he
l'X}lcn~i\'e. Some of the liesl looking hais made here at school hy the·
girls co~t less than three clc;llars.
Bul. the reai-on for their beaut v in
line and <'olour i:- that in the ~i11im•1·~· room line and colour arc
taught constantly. and 1\fo.;s l\fodern soon Jpa1·ns which colom·:,:; al'(>
best for her and just what style
of hat she can wear.
Arter taking the millin~ry cou rsc>
orn• l'an fine! work in ma1w \'aril'rl
places of bu~iness. A girl 11Pe<l no1
le just a maker of hat~. She e:w
become a milliner? tP.acher or go
into hu~iness lw1·gelf. No hvo i:rra,1uate:; of the Technical Course have

....

:,;imilar posi1 ions. One has hcronw
a millirn·ry lt>at·hcr, , one works as
a maker and trimmer of hat!-l, one
doe::-- parloul' millinery at home. an<l
lastly, ihc writer of thi:-- a1·lide
docs millinery as a sidc•-line. hu l
has returned to school to furlh1.•!'
lwr knowledge l'or a good husincss

training.

Ng1ir.m OS'l'HOWSKl

---0--CLOTH I.NG COUHS1'~
One of thl' 'Pechnical School's
main departments is that known
as the Household ~\rts Department,
an important scC'tion of which is
the Clothing CoursP.
rrhh- course leaches:

l. Principles of sewing.
2. How to apply these principle:,;.
:,. Choice of materials.
4. Choice of suitable clothing.
:;, Care of clothing.
One of the insistent clemancls of
the modern worlll is that a woman
he smartly <lrest-erl. She mu:;;t be
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Al't Room

well-cl rc:-;:-!e<I to lake lwr plac:c i11
the l.rnsy industrial wol'lcl of today,
feel at ease. and so succeecl.
When a girl launche:::. out in the
,vorlcl as a worker, it is often neccs::-ary that she make her own
elothes. This she is unable to do if

she has not the knowledge of how
to set about to do it. Rr taking
a Clothing Course at the Technical
School. she acquires this knowledge.

Not only must she have the
knowledge of how to create, but
she must haYe learnc>d hnw to
t·hoose appropriate clothing for different occasions. and how to suit
her colouring and figure.
A girl who is taught to shop intelligently and economicaU~· and
with an understanding of values.
becomes a person of eommon sense
and thriftr habits.
The Clothing Coun,e cloes not
Rtop here; it goes a little further.
A g-ir] i!-1 taught how to care for the
clothes she makt'R or huys. and

other arlide:,; of her wardrobe,
rnc:h as shoes. stockings, coats, etc.
P ersonal cleanlinci-s ancl grooming
are also given due consideration.
Thus the Clothing Course is a
vt•ry complete one of ib~ kind, anil
gil'is taking this course have an excellent opportunity to become thrift:v Canadian citizens in the true
s ense of the word.

l\lAUDE HOLDING.
---01---

-

ART -

I recentl~· paid a visit to the A rt
Room of the Windsor-Walkerville
Technical School.
What a bu!-ly
place it is! All one hears is the
scratching of pencils 011 paper and
the occasional rubbing of an eraser.
The room provides .a cheerful
view a n cl makes an ideal studio.
Cunning little cuts adorn the manv

·bulletin boards and Mme of the

pu-

nils' drawingi:i ~ace the back wall.
This displav includeR i:iamples of
work from First, Second and Third
Year clasRes.
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On the clay on which I \'isite<l
lhe school, one of the girl:.; was posing-. The Art Teacher told me they
were taking figure drawing. It is
an absorbing study, and the girls
use• it for their work in one of the
ollwr 1lcpartme11ts o( this very
husy place. All the pupils were in-

r,5

tenscl~· interested because art lcs~·on s arc so fascinating.

There arc some good drawing~
produced 011 the third floor of the
"Tech'', and the Department i~ apJ}rcci.ited by the whole school.
NOI01A GLEDHILL.

:\lillinerr Room

i
I

Sewing Room
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Commercial Department

:·

Practice ) lakes Pcrfed

THE SWITCHBOARD
We have, recently, installed one of the
latest and mosl modern Switchboar1ls in
our school. anrl to the knowledge of the
Bell Telephone Company, this is the first
s<:hool in America that has ever given
lessons on the switchboard. This, we feel,
is something to he proud of.
The Switchboard has two trunk lines
connectin~ with Central, and eight local
stations or telephone.,; throughout the
Sl·hool. It is operated by our day students for several days at a time, from
nine o'clock to three, and then for several
ni~hts. Help is given, during the clay.
by the secretaries who have been previoui;ly instructed by the s upervisor of
the Bell Tele.phone Company. In the evcninl!, however , the pupils are not helped, as t hey are by this time accustomerl
to the work..
'fhe evening class consists of twenty
pupils ,,..ho are instructed by Mrs. Jessop, loaned to us by the Bell Tcll'phonC'
Compau~· for these classes.

This practice is obtained by the co-operation of the clay classes with I.he niirhl
classes. Five of the loeal stations in
the sehool are o~:cupied hy <lay pupils
from seven-thirty until nine-thirt~· o 11
lhe evening of the classes, and while the
pupils are working on comptometers.
typl~wrilers, and the dictaphone, thcr
have the privilege of calling their friend:or some other student in the school.
These calls, whkh th~ pupils put through
the Switchboard, ,tive practice to the evening class, as well as additional practice on the telephone for themselves.

•

It is surpl'ising to note that there are
o\·er one hundred :::wit.chboarcls in thl·
Bonier Cities operated hv office assistants along with their ~tenography arnl
other clutics.
Will not, therefore, the
graduates of our clay and evening classes
who have had this switchhord practict·,
lie hettcr prupar('d to med the ruquirf.'ml'nts of tht> busi11l'S!i worl<l lhey will
soon enter?
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OUR DICTAPHONE
1 he Dictaphone was purchased
by the school in September, 1927.
At pre=>ent only the Fourth Year
Commercial students are able to
make use of this new and interesting modern device, and it is
incl<1ed a pleasure to l,e given the
opportunity of becoming acquainted with this machine before entering the l.rnsiness \\'Orld which is becoming more and more aware of
l he efficiency of the Dictaphone.
i o gain successful results, we
must have the three machines, one
to 111ctate to, one lo reproduce, and
1111e to shave the cylinder after it
has been used. The first one, the
1,ietaphonc proper, is used by the
teacher. She or he dictates to the
11u1chine, and the letters are recorded on a cylinder. Learning how to
O))Nalc and dictate to this machine is ,·ery interesting, and it is
worth one's while to know how lo
clo it. The second machine, or the
reproducer, is the one mostly used
by the pupils. The cylinder is p!aced on the machine, the hearing
tuues placed in the ears, ancl with
the foot-control, the letters are
typed. One advantage of this machine is that you can make it operate quickly or slowly, loudly or
softly. A ft.er examining the indicator (a paper having the same scale
marked on it as the machine), you
can tell the length of the letter, the
number of corrections and what the
c·orrections are. You can, with this
information, place the letter accurately on the page. If by any
chance you miss a word. you can
move ~·otir foot over to the right
where there is a reverse perla1 and
press it until it goes back to repeat the missing word.
The letter~ on these cylinder
may be used a number of times, but
with constant use they wear of!.
This is where the shaving machine
plays its part. Shaving requires
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care, but is such a simple proces8
that any boy or girl can undertake
it after a few instructions. The machine is equipped with a knife of
sapphire which shaves the cvlinder
so that it may be used again and
again.
By the use of the Dictaphone, the
secretary is freed from the nerveracking strain under which she i:-1
put when taking correspondence or
data, by the interruption of the telephone, and business calls of even
description. Shorthand, though ~liiJ
an important factor in comrnertial
life, is being rapicllr superseded br
its accurate and more efficient rival-none other than that reC"ent
acquisition to our up-lo-<lafr i,::c-hool
- t hr. Dic1 aphone.

---o---

DRAFTING-THE UNIVERSAL
LANGUAGE
There are many peoples, as many
tongues, and a greater number of
dialects. Thii:; condition makes intercourse with individuals of a foreign land difficult.
One language, however, is universal and readily understood by all,
and this is the graphic language
in which we convey our ideas by
drawings.
The making of drawings is called Drafting. Naturally there are
many kinds of Drafting since there
are many industries and operations
involved in the production of the
articles which are commonplace toda~·.
:Most people who are engaged in
these processes sooner or later

!io
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nraughting Room
must either nrnkl' oriidnal drawings

ot work from them.
Tu become vcnmlile in thi:s language requires a good preparation
and long experience in the use of
tlrawingR. Jn this field of endeaYour as in all worthwhile activitieithere is no royal road to suc<'ess.
but onl~· by long persistent effort
l'an a gtudent reach the desired
goal.
At 'l't'C'h all tlw fumlamental ovl'l'alions form thP groundwork for
the advanced drawing~ later. and
1hose who have been through our
l't)Urse well know how the mysteries of this work haVP been reveall'(l hy the first aml second yC'ar
.Just. how well the thirll and
fnurlh year l:Onrses have pnmar(•d
sluclenis lo follow this particular
p)H\Sl! of lechniwl work is shown
h.\' the sucC'ess made hy a nmnh11r
of our gradua1C's who are now 11P.~igners. detailer~. or t r.acers in varinns offices.
A fact to hr remcmhen•cl i~ that
drafting is a composite work one

lo u ~t not only be a hip to make the
dra,\ ing, but the more he knows
.i1 out thC! process ::;ide of the ,ioh,
lhe more perfectly can he make the
drawing tell the story.

This year at the Easter meeting
in Toronto of the Ontario E<lucational A~Rociation, the Techni<'al
:-ection will gi\'e prominence lo
drafting displays. Our Sl'hool will
show work of stuclt>nts. ancl as well
a dhmlay of drawings ma<lP h,\' gra<luat1·~ in th,•il' Jll'c•sent daik m·l:u-

}lations.

·

One ~e1 will be of a .Jig design
for drilli11g a new Ford car part ;
another an El<'Cf ric \Velding iilac:hine: also an oil burner rcg11latol';
and anothel', lhe !'bop details fo1· a
C'ut Stont• job. and still another Lhr
ar<'11it<'ti ural <le:;h,rn of the c·lass
room building- for A~s1m11,l.io11 C:oll-

.

c•gc>.

Thig will mak<' an inlert-st.ing

n.ncl uninn(• l Xhil>it- -all lhc llro<l11d
1

of T<•ch's p1·f•:011t and form<•l' st 11tlPn1:s !

'I ht• \\ i11tlso1 - \\'all,l'r\ illc> 'l'<·•·lmi('11l 81.'honl ,

FOffM NEWS - S'l'Ali'li'
1 lh
a,d
2nd
: ,L

l•'orm Editor -- Sarnh llug-hes Cl
Form Edilor - ,Toe Morrison C'3ll
I• 11rm Editor
Agne>,: Waide r.~rn
Fu1·m Editor
Morri,; Duffy T lA

Form lteportcrs
<•

C4

Cera C'c>nler, Wyatt Morill >
Helen Gnrfat, Sarah Hughes
Hazel Dawson, Ebil' Roach
Cccill' Tschirhart, Joe )forrison
Xellic Vesey, Doris Leggatt
Pamela Todd, Doris Payn
.\gnes \Vaide, Reta Gomt•r
Grnce Rnri:;on. Loraine Stanton
.Tennie 1\lnle:,ko, Cyril E<lwards
\'er<la Smith, Dorothy Browning
Irene Bell, Annie Rollo
Fred Hames, Ly)(' Jone,;
\'~rouica Eagen, Phyllis Gjgnac
Evelyn Whiksell. Emma l\ionk
llden S1.•mak, :.\Iuriel Brand
George Hastie. Alc..x Todd
Beulah Lcspernnce, Edward Giles
Angus Latimer
~orma Gledhill. Loui~ Beren
Im Wilkins. r'rnnk Hall
William Gibb, George Burton
\"nughan Courfor, Robert l:'ndgett
l\!orrii- Duffy, Noah Reaume
Andrew Frnser, ,John Owen
George Geddes, Kmmeth Thorn
Vrccl Burkhart, ,John Mc:Ncill

S1wc.

C:lA
(''.lB

cac

C2A
C2Il

c:m
C'.!£•;
('IA
CIB

CIC
CW
('JE
CIF
.J'rt
.J'l'2
'1'4
Tai\

T:m

T2A

1':!B
TIA
TlB
TIC
'I~ Jl
'rl 1'~

THE FOlJRTH Ji'OR:M
\\\:, ol the fourth form. han!
l·omc uae k to ::;natch anotht>r year
of school life in ''Dear Old '.l'ech". ·
Last ~·ear. at this time, all the
rupils in the fourth form were looking forward to graduation from the
three year course. Now some of
us are looking: forward to fourth
year gradual ion while otherf::. are
looking forward to working in an
office.

Bovl.

()f l'OUl'.St;,, all of third forill last
year are not in fourth 1hi:,; yt>a1·.
but T am sure some of them woulcl
like nothing better than to l'.OmP

back to ·'Tech" again.

Tn our cour~e thi~ year. a didaphmrn and switchboard have bcc11

added to our already numerou~
husine~s appliances. Every pu nil
learns now io use them ,so that he
will be efficient ancl expert in the
use of them when "work in the office" begins.

Th i s year, as in other rean,,
fourth form has proved surces~ful.
a~ the pupil:: have been gin•n an
opportunit)· to do many things th<'.\'
could not do in their busic•r thirrl
Year.
SAIL\H HUGlU~S. Commercial 4
o-

CO)fl\1ERCIAL SPECIAL

Lueille A,:hlcy, Fred l,azurcJ...
---0---

Nlr

"Praise Our Tech.''
Praise
Prai!':e
Praise
Praise
ing.

your ..chool. praisC' Your f1 if•1ul;
the Tech that you ultcnd.
the honw in wl1ich you're rlwelli11 .t
the g-nme for which you'n• yell-

Praise the ;:ludcnt,; nll about you :
They cnn't g('t along without ~·ou.
But success will sooner find them,
If they ha\ e the Tet·h hehiml them.
Praise for every fo1·wani movement:
Prah:e for P\'e•·\' slight i'11provPme11t.
Trnist• our i;horlhnnd. 11rni <' our typing,
J'rniso the mnn that teaches writing.
l'lcaise ,lon't be a ruthks!; Knol·k('r;
Plca~e don't be a progresi- hlocker.
lf vou'd nmk(• out· Tcl'h nnwh bPti.el',
Prni&l' it tr the> hi~hcsl letter.
AUDRNY UAVIS.

liO
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'LAFFS' OF COMMERCIAL SPECIAL

Mr. Morrison claims that it is ver)·
m•cesi;arv to have an emergency brake
on the tongue during Geography study.

• • •

Teacher ( after shorthand test): Please
hand in your papers before you pass out,
so I'll have something to remember you
all by.

• • •

Rose Mechanic (lo teacher): Quick!
whure t·an I hide?
Tcat·her: In the filing cabinet; nobody
l'illl ever find anything there.

• • •
R<•gina: What makes your hair so red,
l•itz?
itz: My hair is so wiry, that every time
I wash it, it rusts.

- - - o,- - FORM NEWS
Commercial C4
In C4 there is the strangest
group in the school. It is collected
from four forms in the school,
(that is forms that used to be) last

year's 3A, 3B, 3C and Special. 3A
has the majority in C4 with a total
of 7, 3B comes next with 6, Special
next with 3, and 3C last with a
lonely 1.
Beatrice McLister is in C4 for
the bookkeeping, and some day
she will know all there is to know.
Then there is Dot Cunningham.
She is there for book-keeping, and
what she doesn't know, she gets
from the 3B boys a n d C4 girls,
with that winning smile of hers.
Violet Alston is next. She seems
to be fast at shorthand. Marion
White, the sole survivor of 3C, is
taking bookkeeping when she can
get it, but she wants to do it her
own way. Anna Pinoo is a good
girl when she isn't away on a lonj.!
trip to some inland city. Winnifred
Burton is next in line. At this writing she is looking for a pair of R"aloshes, which she had missed while
answering calls on the switchboard.
(P.S. She has another pair n o w

which, after a gruelling cross-examination. were proved to be
hers). :Marianne Perks, her partner last week on the switchboard,
seems to ha\'e lost a book -while
down there. (and also ten marks
for losing it). Leah Fox has not
l•een with us long, but I have found
out she travels quite a bit, (Lo
Rose'and). Sarah Hughes is a big
favorite in our class, even though
thev do tease her about her ancestry: (Scotch. of Irish descent). Mabel McCarthy take~ long car rides
~very morning and night. Irene
Gibbs comes before our view now.
Her favorite hobby is writing es~a~·s about the Dictaphone. Phyllis
must be good.
She is an ex 8B
st uclent. We haYe two baRketball
stars in our room in the pergons
of Helen Garfat a n d Lizzie Hall.
They seem to get their speed on
the typewriter from this source.
Maybe it would be worth frying.
Leta Knight and Bernice Lane arc
well known; Leta would wring my
neck if I said anything about her
anyway. Evelyn Overton. although
at the tail of the list, is by no
means down there in her claRs
standing. She is at the head of the
class and sets a pace bard to keep
up with.
If I have left anyone out of tlw
list, don't threaten me. It will he
hard on me if they all start complaining, because I am the only ooy
in the form, with the exception of
.Joe DesRosiers, who cannot supnort me because of his size and his
being very much given over to heing late or absent.
HUGH MACDONALD.

CAN YOU IMAGINESarah Hughes sitting still for fivl'
minutes?
Leta Knight doing some typing for
herself?
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:Marion White on the midget team'?
Bernice Lane not speaking 'lo the
teachers?
Leah Fox getting 100 in shorthand?
Winnie Burton 'boy shy''?
.\nna Pinoo not asking for a comb·?
Violet Alston \'ery talkative?
Evelyn Overton not starring in basketball?
Dorothy Cunningham getting to
school on time?
Phyllis Gribble on lhe joke sfrike?
l\larianne Perks not following \Vinnie around?
Mable and Irene doing the Charleston?
Kathleen Dumsclay singing grand
opera?
Hugh )lacDonald not speaking to
lhc girls'?
.Joe DesRosiers on the talking
strike?
Helen Garfat not laughing'!
Jvy Gardner going out for a job
and getting one?

TECHNICAL FOCH

T-4

Champions in Basketball

I,

I-'isher (Dear) : 'Whal for'?
Forton (Dearest Boy): Is my tie
on straight'?
Laforet (Pick-wick): No kidclin'.
Latimer (Pee-\Vee): Yeh, that one.
Pullen (Winnie) : Hot stuff!
Pashak (Beryl) : We don't learn
anything in here.
Staddon (Deceased): Monkey.
Weese (Goose): Grr-r-r-r. Where
do we sleep'?
-----<0---

T4's YELL
Raw. raw, raw,
Siss, boom. baw,
1. 2. 3, 4, Who are we fur,
T4, T4, Raw, raw, raw.
---<0---

PUZZLED
1"ortiu: Teacher has just gi vcn me
a lickct Lo a lecture and I dun 't
know what to do about it.
Pashak: Why, what·s the trouble'?
Fortin: The lecture is on "Fools"
and on the ticket it ~ays "admit
one" .

---o,---

---01---

T-4
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The fact has just been brought
to light that T 11 has the champion
uaskelball team of the school. Two
~·cars ago, we clefc•atecl all Technical and Commercial forms. Since
then we have not lost a game, so we•
still claim the championship of the
school.

I{OY PASHAK
- - o--l''AMOUS 8AYINGS
Ander:son (Gump): Wot ~·u tink,

Hu'.
llrisco (Pest): Let's play basketball.
1
J~kluncl (:\lathematician) l non't
care for any, I just had some.

THE SENIOR8
The Scniol'~ are now in the lasL
stage of their School Life-the
business world of today is calling
lhem.
The Windsor-Walkerville Technical School is a busines:; school.
Our aim in coming to Tech is to
receive an education in the wayH
of earnin"' a living. ,vhat the bmliness \\'o/Jct needs today h, active
men and women, and the graduate~
of 1928 are trained to conduct their
business in an experienced manner.
Tn the Commercial Department
of our school. two main line::; an•
r~ught, the Secretarial course for
the Girls and the Accountancy for
the Boy~. With a 11 the latest designs of lJu:-iiness machines. o u r
training is complete. The different

G2

Offil'P Sy;:,;tems LakC'n up an• simila1· to the• ones WH'd in large contcr ns today.
111 tht> Teehnital Department or
our sehool. work along mechankal
li1ws is taught. ::\lachinc Shop
Pratlicl', Tool making, Carpentr~·
and Elcdricity are Lhc main lines
taken up. The equipment in both
the Commercial and Technical departments i:-- the best that can be
sccm·cd.
The grads of this year who will
go out into lhe businesR world as
:otenographers, mechanics, bookkeepers, builders etc., have much
to thank l\f r. Lowe and his capable
staff of teachers for.
.TOE l\lORRISO~.

---o---

FOUM C-3-A
There is no doubt that C~A gives
greal ereclit to our school. I am
sure that all our teachers will assure you, as I do, that we are worth~' of the name G~"A".
There ii- no lack of talent in C3A.
We have girls who are noted for
their good business ability, those
,vho are of a musical turn, an cl
those who excel in art. In C.3.A.
we have two \\·ell-known orators,
Hilda Haisman and 1\Iaude Holdi11g.
It is to form C3A that the !school
basketball team is indebted for
three pe1·fectlr snappy players. It
was a C:3A girl who was elected to
the office or treasurer of Tech UnitccL So, you see, we are in everything.
We are certainly proud of ou1·
form.
---o,---

..'rHE HAPPY FORM" c-:J-A
I'll introduce you to c:~A.,
A form thal\; haJ)PY. joyous and
gay.
There arc thirty-two girls in this

class;

And I'll guaran l ec t ha I there's not
a lass
Who does not love this Dear 01<1
Tech.,
A 11d hale:-; it not n ~inglc H}leck.
Antl whl'n it eom~s Lo \\ork we're
there.
Out· ears pinned hack arul l>rmiant~
irw in our hair.
In typewriting W<' have w011 man~
awards,
Fu1· knowing all the different kcy-

1.,oarch:.
Then. wht>n to shorthan<l with
notebooks we go,
Evcn·nrn! knows thal we an' not
slow.
And if C:1A you would like to meet,
Please come to room 313 arnl Iake
a seat;
nut. if om· room you cannot find,
ChooHe the noi:.;ie::;t line and fall in
behind.
For the 'feachers gay we an· ihc
Talker:.; of all.
,vhether we're in gym, or clas:.;, or
hall:
Dut I'm sure you'll love us all t lw
same.
And some day. as slenogr;1phcrs
\Ve'll win fame.

---o--l•'A:\10US SA YI~GR
-BY FA:'\IOUS 'l'R\CHF.:RS.

\\'c'll have the next twu letters for
home-work.
we·n just nok a few questions (lJl this
pa1-t of the work.
Please rcacl the last note I ~ave yu11
Miss - - When the whistle blow::;, fall in line.
There must he line in every hat.
I look into your face,; nn<l 1 sec hlanl,
expressions.
.
Put lunches and everythmg cb;c awa~
and get to work.
)lr. Sirri.: .foe. if you had n 01·anges and
:i apple,::. and you gave ,Tohn nimtenths, what would you have?
Joi.': I'd ha\c my head examined.

.
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FORM NEWS-T-3-A
Our form T3A is beginning lo
rise up although we are not so
bright in English. It has made a
splendid showing in the Tech United Programme under the direction of Mr. Bennett. We have such
stars as Laforet, Nourma and Ethelyn.

Helen Best is Vice-President for
Tech United. Cassie and Donald
Hall are editors for the year book.
Vernon Vie is on the boys' basket! all learn ancl Hartleib is known
for his good memory.
So this form, as you sec, i~ not
so d11mh after all.

---o--TEACHER8· FAMOUS SAYIN GS
lf you don't like it, you know what
to do.
Dept!chez-vous, s'il vous plait.
(Hurry up if you pl<>aRe.)
Go on reading quietly:
II uny and get in there.
Get out ancl shovel coal.
Will These Things Ever Hap1>en '!
IIclen Best-Not have her home-

work done!
8thelyn Quigley-On the basketlJall team!
Nourma Glcclhill-Not. laugh in
Engfa;h space!
Cassie Lancucki-Ever get low
marks in Dressmaking!
Eleanor Slonina-Be out of the
Badminton game!

• • •

Teacher: What's the matter Hales'?
You look worried. Haven't you
done your arithmetic?
Hales: Work, work, nothing but
work from morning till night.
Teacher: How long have you been

at it?
Hales: Oh ! I start to-morrow.

---o--DANS NOTRE CLASSE
Le Departement de Francais est
JlOU\'eau clans notre ccole. II a ete

63

inaugure l'an dernier pour le benifice des demoiselles dans le cours
de Science Menagere. C'est un
cours de trois ans.
Les elcves aiment la langue fran<;aise et elles travaillent fort pour
obtenir un accent j uste. Pour nous
a L'Ecole Technique de WinchiorWalkerville c'est difficile. Mais,
prenons courage !

---o--PLAISANTERIES
Dans la Classe de Franc.;aise
Mlle: Avez-vous fait vos devoirs, Nourma '!
Nourma: We didn't have an:v honww11rk
did we?
·
Milt•: Nourma, Parlez J•'ran..-ais.
Nourma: Oui! Oui! Oui!

• • •

Mlle: Dcpechez-vous s'il vous JllaiL
llc'.·lene: Whal did she say?

• • •

Mlle: Expliquez le mot "Vacuum", Ethelyn.
F:thelyn: .Jc l'ai clans ma tHe, mais je
nc• 1wux pas l'expliquer.

• • •

Pourquoi est-c·c qu'un Jt'ranc;ais ne mangC'
qu'un oeuf?
·
Pan·p qu'un ocuf est "enough!

---o--NEW8 - C-3-B - NEW8
This year C:{8 has the dis1indion
of being the most; popular form 011
the third floor of our wonderful
school. Our form is made up of 40
energetic boys and girls always on
hand at the Tea Dances and willing to fox-trot. The C3B form paper 'The Tattler', whkh was printed weekly until recently, told of all
the form news and jokes and wai:;
read in the study spaces. The editor, Joe Morrison, and his chief
reporters, J. Duffy, A. Morrison
and Robert Macdonald, were res-

ponsible for most of the news. At
the time this magazine is going to
press, C3B will be presenting a oneact play entitled "An Interrupted
Proposal'' and a Dance by the girls.
This programme is for "Tech Uni1e<l".
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Rome of the Latest Releases
"How I make a piece o( chewing
gum last two weeks" by R. Cliffe
"How to grow a moustache in three
days"
by S. Bercuson.
·'The Art of Make-up"
by L. Sedle~ky.
''Wh~· Hollywoocl went wild over
mt•''
by K Leig-h.
----0---

C-3-B POEM
In this form of C-3-B
All lhe members are proud to be.
1 here's Cecilia Tschirhart ancl Cecile Lepine,
The latter':;i known m, the 'lipstick
queen'.
There is a little boy namecl Radigan,
He may surprise ui:: and grow up
lo be a big man!
Ross Howard may have big feet,
Rut he's an all 'rouncl good athlete.
Jeanne is smart; Evelyn is smarter;
\Vhich means Mildred has to study
a little harder.
Macdonald, a naughtly Ii ttle boy
he would be,
So, to Mr. Fraser he must come after three.
Duffy is the baby of the class,
It is doubted if in June he will pass.
Berenson, or rather, Saul,
Will :soon learn to type without
looking at all.
Lillian and Elsie lhink they can
sing!
They're always talking about harmonizing.
Leigh's knees may be \s,:eak ,
But, Oh Boy! How that hoy can
speak.
Ma1·garet. Hyttenrauch is rather
stout;

iiarg. Horton with a baRketball
runs all about.

There's Be1la and Beatrice and Iizy
Mitch ..
And Irene ancl Rosie Yozevovitch.
And Florence and Mabel and Vera
Pepper,
And the Cliffes and Burnside who's

a pretty hot stepper.
Thel'e are others in this form who
number six;
But I gues~ 1 won't get lhem into
this mix.
MARGARET HORTON, c:3B
Brent: What is the date, please?
'J'l.'acher: NeYer mind the dale, the l'Xamination i!'< more important.
Brent: Well, sir, I wantetl to hnve i-omethin,r right on my paper.

• • •

Berton: I wbh every yea1· had three
hundred and sixty-five days of rest.
Ralph: Are you mad? Then we would
have to work a day every leap year.

• • •
Teache1·: Abe, how much would $500.
at 2 per cent. amount to at the end 01
ont! year?
- No answer.
Teacher: Don't you know that, Abe?
Abe: Yes, teacher, but I'm not intert'~~lc
in two l}er cent.
THE WO~DERFUL FORM OF T-3-B
Now you come t.o T.3.B.
The best class you ever did see·
While in mathematics we do n~t mope,
,Just Ask Mr. Bennett, he'll give you th
<lope.
When first you enter the room you'll
meet
·
Langlois with the great big feet·
And looking down to the centre ~f th
room,
You'll hear a voice loud;
You '11 know its Bourne if there's a
crowd.
Then will be i-een a fellow with a grinIt's Bogeman amidst the din.
Then we have Carley, the track team
champ,
And Fred Morneau who on the baseball
field does tramp.
He shakes a wicked leg
And says he':,; got a wickt>d pe~.

Then there's Halliday who thinks he's
bright;
But the rest of us say he's far from
right.
·
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'l'hen knock-out Wilkins who sure can
box!
If you don't think so, stop a few ~ock!i.
Look over Niemi who's very gruff,
But clon't kid yourself-he knows his
stuff.
'I'hey say Art Mann studies a lot;
Don't believe it, it's a lot of rot.
There's also Bill Merry, Milne and

White,
Tlwy never work and are a1ways on

strike.
There's the artist, Alex. Oilevseff,
He works in a 1·estaurant and makes a
good chef.
The rest of the form will speak for itself;
'J'hey don't. hide at the back of the shelf.
:-:ow look us over-we don't fool;
T. :J. B. from the Teclrnical School.
ART MANN

---0---

Question: What is the difference bclw<'en

a cat aml a comma?
Answer: A tat has it's clau:;e at tht•
end of it's paws, while a comma has
it's pause at the end of it's <:lause.

• • •
Instrnctor: Merry, if you don't he good
you 11 !,!et a walking ticket.
.:\tl•l'l'Y: Please, dear teacher, what <irws
a wHlking tickeL look like'!

---o--Who Knows?
I used to think I knew I knew,
But now I must confess;
The more I know I know l know,
I know I know the less.
GERALD BOURNE,
(Philo:,;opher)

IMP08SIBIBLJTIES IN T·3-B
WHITE being good looking.
II ALLIDA Y keeping still.
HULL acting sensible.
POPE sitting in his own sent.
IRA beating up ODEVSSF.
PARr;NT handing in completed work.
.MERRY with dirty finger nails.
NIE~fl with hi,; hair combed.
WILKINS with his hair mussed.

WE LAUGH
Instructor: Where are the Rocky Mountains the broadest?
T.3.B. (In chorus): At the bottom.

• • •
Langlois: Row long could I Jive without brains?
Teacher: That remains to l>e seen.

• • •
''Look papa, Ira's cold is cured and

we still got left a box of cough-drops. ·
"Oo, vot extravagance! Tell Herman
to get his feet wet.

• • •
Merry: What's the awful noise on the
campus?
.Jerrr: Why, that's an owl.
Men,..·: I know it's an owl, but oo's 'owling?

---o--C-3-C VANITIES.
Miss Terry Lucier leads us all,
When danting she makes harrtly a sound
at all.
And Francis St. Amour comes very near,
But sound from spike heels you expe<'t
to hear.
Miss Dorothy Child is next in the line,
Powders her nose to take off the shine.
Winnie Fullerton so thort and thin,
Quits her studies as soon as she begins.
Florence Miller has a twinkling eye,
She doesn't worry, so why should I'!
Miss Grat:e Beckett excels in Busine
La\\·,

The answers she gives fill the rest with
awe.
Then of course, there's Kathryn Brooks.
She spends a lot of time with her book!':.
Miss Red Brady is official door-stop.
Lifts the curtain and lets it drop.
And there will certainly be somelhini:,
<loin'
If we forgot to mention ,Josephi1ie
Goulin.
I know a girl, E. A. L.,
If her name you'd have me tell;
You must first then of me l>eg it,
It is Eileen Alice Leggatt.
'I'he author's name I must not tell,
U is just plain D. E. L.,
So this little dilly I'll bring to an end;
IIopin~ I have said nothing that will
offend.
DORIS LEGGATT.
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C-3-C HEARS THESE

A Trial Balance is -

having diff-

iculty.
Don't be so loquacious.
When did the dark ages begin?
Now just a few words about the
Hockey Team.
Who is doing the talking now?
Please hand in this exercise for tomorrow.

---o---

SAYINGS OF FAMOUS STUDENTS
A. Wandor-Say, Kiddie!
E. Barash-Please, may we go down to
the auditorium to practice~
F. ~lillcT-Girls, you should see Frank!
.1. noulin~Oh ! I was absent for thal.
K Chapman-Oh! yes, and I wc>nt <in :t
~leigh ride last night.
F. St. Amou1·- Have• you your li('k<'t f,11·
lh<• )!Unll.' '?
~I. Leigh-I don't un1lerslnntl it.
),'t>l.

C'VCn

-----o---

8ECONO FORM
When pupils enter school life as
second formers, they feel a little
more responsible than they did thP
year before. They perhaps s ho w
real enthusiasm in sports, they arc
more eligible to compete wth higher forms, and they show more interest in their school work.
This year the second former~
alone were allowed to compete for
the junior cup given for the hest
Tech United programme. In 1.h('
ot"atorical contest, a second form
girl won second place in the junior
girls' competition.
A boy or girl in second form begins to feel that the school is his
home, and that he owes a good deal
to it. For this reason, it is here
that a real school spirit begins to
manifest itself and to develop.
AGNES WAIDE
---O•---

C-2-A
C2A played a very successful
game in basketball last term against C2B. Both teams were evenly
mat<:hecl and put up a harcl fi~ht.

At the end of the period the score
was :3-2 in favour of 2A.
Two interesting debates were
he'd in C2A form.
HEARD IN THE CLASS
Class Teacher: Now, class, for homework
lake exercises <70, 71, 72, 73 and 74.

Olive Shurak: I haven't any idea
.-.=oclla Bertrand: Let me see the mirror,
Mary.
.\nna Warsh: Well, you see, it was this
way.
~Iary Berbynuk: Who's got my apple?
Daisy Curlis: Do my fac·c und hair loo\,
all ri!!ht?
r,;cJythe Alexander: I was ub:sent, Mis:s.
i\gnC"s Beauduunp: Do it yom-sl•lf, J h·1,I
to do it my::;elf.
Dori!> Payn<.': Lend me thnt hook p!t•nsl'.
I 'a nwln 'rocld: I hope I tx<'l I 00 i11 C:t·PJ!:l'aphy.
Toba Sherman: What do w<· have for
homework, Mis~ Cragg?
Mal'y Dnlou~hen: lt take,; tll<' Irish to
do it.
lll.'ll·n Smndu: Oh! Boy.
l!t•lla Summers: Say, listen!
lluttie Ion: I wagn't talking.
Vivian ll owl': I rl'n<l th:l L hook. hut I
cln11'L like it.

---o,--T-2-A
T2A is progressing rapidly in the
way of knO\vledgc and sport. We
all get 100' ; on our exams-50. \Ve
put on a play "The Boston Tea Party", and with T2R we made it the
hest play put 011 by any clai:is in
"Tech Unitcci". We expect to win
the cup.
We are not only literary but we
have a winning basketball team.
having beaten everybody so far.
(we only played one game). We
contribute a star hockey player
when we send Clinansmith to play
for the school team.
Two of o u r energetic young
bloods attempted to do the "Eliza
-Act" by crossing the Detroit River'
on ice two inches thick. meaning to
cheat the Ferry Company out of
20 cents, but the journey ended up
with a swim.
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C-2-B THE DELINQUENT FORM
We a;·c the gang called C2B,
And do we work? no not we.
W c dawdle some,
.\nd lhen look glum,
When work we're called to do,
For that you know is not our cue.

wait for lunchtim<' eagerly,
Anti work is finished meagrely,
,\ rnl life seems dull and out oi ~orls,
Until it's filled with such resorts,
As t•ating 1>ie, and drinking pop.
We feel as though we could not stop.

Wt•

When teachers scold us we don't rare,
We think they're treating us unfair.
We're always ready to join in fun,

In 1,askeLhall we jump and run;
We throw the ball with skill and zest.
,\ nd try so hard to do it best.
Some day we'll huckle down to work,
ThouJ!h most that we do now is sliirk;
r•'or we mu:;t work to earn our food,
Whether or not we're in the mood·
'
I
So here we are now as you see.
'rhc most cle!inoucnl C2B.
---01---

S PORTS AND DEBATES C-2-B
Our girls' basketball team played
a game agaiMt C2A and lo~t, the
~core being 3-2 in their favour.
Then there were two debates
held in Composition class. The first
was: Resolved that the Technical
School is more beneficial than the

High School. The negative won.
The second debate: Resolvedlhat the world is a better place to
livn in now than it was one humlred ancl fifty years ago. The affir mative won.
Prerarations for the year book
'\·ere made br several who wiRhed
b trr their ~kill in winning one of
tic prizes offered.
---0---

CLASS NEWS OF C-2-D
The Technica1 School Girls' Athletic Banner was won by C-2-D.
and aroused great comment among
the forms interested in the activities of the ~chool sports. Thi s
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banner is given to the class that
succeeded in gaining the highest
number of points at the school
meet. Commercial 20 is a class of
girls who have had one or two
., ears' experience in the Windsor
Collej!iate Institute or the Walkerville High School.
Among the tontestants that took
an active part in the winning of
the shield are: Olive Weir, Angela
Ouellette an<l Dorothy Gatacre, receiving 10, 6 and 2 points respectively.

• • •
A is for Angela, the charming alhlelc;
B is for Beatrice, the flapper petite;
G i'i for Celia, with her cute little
brogue;
D is for Dorothy, a wild little roJ,!'ue:
I<~ is for Ethel, who works at the show;
I•' is for Florence. to her locker must go;
(i is for Gladys, so calm and at ease;
II is for Helen, with her rare litt.le
'sneeze;
I is for Ina, who studies so fret•;
.J is for Jean, from bonnie Dundt•t•;
K is for Katherine, who clean:; off lht•
slate;
l, is for Lynott, who always comes late;
M is for Martha, a very good book-keeper;
N' is for Norma, a better housekeeper;
0 is for Olive, a tiny wee lass;
P is for Proudness, that reigns in our
class;
Q is for "Questions'', that Winnie asks
daily;
R is for Rorison, who relates her poem.,
sadly;
S is for Shirley, who is out every night;
T is for Trombley, who just loves to
type;
u is for "Underwoods" the brand that's
worth while;
V is for Virci ni'..l. with her cute littl•!
smile;
W is for Winnie, a very bright maiden;
X is for mistakes, on our books well
laden;
Y is for Years, that are passing us all;
Z is for Zeitlin, who left us last fall.

AUDREY FERRIS
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CHUCKLES FROM C-2-D-

Teacher: (to C2D) "Describe the pictures Keats paint::; for you in the poem
we have just read.''
~lelba: (after a few minutes relapse), I
have looked through this book three
time::; and I can't find a picture in it.
• * •
Rose and Agnes are fast coming to
the front. They are entering the chewin~ gum contest next .June, as they have
already chewed ten marks off their total.

• • •
Teacher: What are Appellations?
Florence: V{hy, mountains, of course.

• • •
Teacher: "Find the Least. Common Denominator."
Inez: "Goodness, is that lost again?"

• • •
One Instructor to another: "Claire al·ways drops her voice at commas".
The Other: "Do you correct her?"
The First: "Yes, I tell her to keep it

up".

• • •

Teacher: (to Eleanor) "What's the matter with you?"
Eleanor: "I've got a sliver under n1y
nail".
Teacher:: "Yes, been scratching your

head, eh'?"
Teacher:
minds
Winnie:
Teacher:

• • •

''Strange, your recitation reme of Quebec".
"Ilow is that?"
''Built on a bluff''.

THINGS THAT AIN'T
Holidays when the show is gou(I.
Ea,;y Propositions in Arilhmetic.
School opening at 10 on MonJay:;.

And Poupard whom we call-flyin',
On the track he is always shinin'.
There is Ganyon, Gunn and Hefferman,
\Vhom we all tease so much;
While in English, they get in Dutch.
There is Swackhan1mer with n face so
gl'im,

But most of the girls fall for him.
Also Dungy and Tuck, whom we eall
Chuck,
Where ever they go they're alway,; :n
LUCK.
There is Morand and Elliott, both caUt!•I
Alex;
These two boys are always on deck.
And AL, the Flying Frenchman,
In every sport, he's never a Benchman;
But as you come in the door, something
big you will meet;
But don't be surprised, for they're Edwards' feet.
Also Brodeur and Dawson, Abe and Pare,
All study together as happy as can hi'.
OH!
me,
r must not forget LARSHE, who is call-

PEE WEE.
There are two more I will also mention.
While in sports they draw the people's
attention;
And on the track how they do shine!

For they're always first to cross Uw
line;
They are IIERAGE and
We're the last of l)Ur form C2E.

me;

E. AWAD.

THE ATHLETIC FORl\l 'r-2-B
One lwu, One two, One two, 'l'hrce;
Who are, who are, who arc we?
T-2, T-2, T-2-B.

Our form is room 204,
Which is situated on the second floor.
Our Corm is very big, you see,
Because there's only 2A and 28.

Ou1· form has a few very bright scholar::;,
Who come to school wilh nice dean
collars;

INTRODUCING C-2-B

There is:
Andrews, better known as Andy,
While doing stunts sure is a dandy;
And Awad, sometimes called Nurm,
ls the shiek of our form;
,\lso Bertrand, whom we call Delp1,
.\t the piano he sure is a whelp.
There are Larke; Keech and Muir,
Who find to rank first. is a great lure.
We have Lafontaine, we call him Hookin,
He sure knows his onions in bookkeepin'

But athletics is really our best,
And we have a number of distin
ished pests!
The hockey team which won great; fame
Gives our form a very good name;
In basketball, we also shine,
Because we have "Dick" who is six
• feet nine.
But T2B is not a bad form,
When you come to see us in the Early
M'orn.
C. LANGLOIS.
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FIRST YEAR
When you enroll at the Tech, you
.spend the first few days getting
acquainted with the school and
teachers. The school is very big,
and at first it is very bewildering
attempting to find the rooms that
vou are bound for. Then the first
sight of the shops and rows of machines makes you wonder if y o u
will ever become familiar with
them.
The same thing happens
when you open the Science textbook; you see a maze of figures
and diagrams mixed with long
words and queer names that literally make your head swim to look
at them.
After the first few days, however, it is really surprising how
easily things w01·k out and how
quickly the machines and text
books become familiar. In less
than a week you get settled down
to the steady routine of work. After that, if you are an average
scholar, and study, you can get along easily.

The sight of the Technical Towers gives you a thrill of pride at
the thought that you are a student there.

MORRIS DUFFY, TlA.

---0---

6!l

A Smile
:.\fany of us are trying very hard
to find something in our head fit
to publish; watch the waste paper
baskets in the hall!

A terrible thing happened o 11 c
day at noon, one of the ClA girls
nearly choked on a piece of celery in her celery soup ; she wasn't
expecting it!

There is only one girl in our
form who has strong enough knees
to enter the Public Speaking Contest ; the doctor says that there
is still a chance fo1· her to get cold
feet.

BEULAH ALTON.

THOUGHTS IN 8('JIOOL

Di1l you ever sit in the st"honl room, and
dream
That you were fishing in yonder stream.
Or that vou were swimming in the
brook,
Instead of pondering o'er a hook;
When all at once you hear your name!
.\nd you hang your head in shame;
Fol' aye! you should have known lhe
place,
lnsteall of dreamini.:' of winning- a nw
ELEANOR BURKE

C-1-A
\YP'I this is dear ohl ClA.

And T guess that we are terribly

::mart;

Dut when it come:- to examination
day,
Someone kindly \\'heels our brains
away
In a donkey cart!

CLASSICAL CLUB
Tht· girls of Cl,\ huve fol'med a t·lul,
1:alled the "Cla'<sical Club''. They spenq
\'ery pleasant evenings in eaC'h Jdrl's
home, enjoyinir games, ::;ewing and rcfre<.h"l1ent,. All those who wbh to joi1i
may do ~o. by findine- when the meel·
ini,rs are, from one of our member!-\.
DORIS VARAH.
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'fhe Spare Minute
Oh, what will you do with the minute
to imare?
The iray little, stray little minute to
spare;
That comes 'f rom the clime
Of old "Plenly of Time",
With never a worry and never a care.
Oh. what fihall we do with the minute
to spare?
The dear little, queer little minute lo
spare;
Who's only content,
So long as he's spent,
No matter however, whenever, or whl·l'c
We'd better lake care of that minute lo
spare;
Tht• free little, wee little minute to
.r-pare;
And never l'efase
That minute to use;
It always is rearly some burden lo hl'1P·
KATHLEEN MATHERS, ClA.

RIDDLES
( 1l Whal river can he turned into useful clothes?
Answer: Tweed.
(:!) What puclding is most serviceable
in a game of baseba11 ~
Arn~wer: A good batter.
(:J) Why is the letter 'P' like a Romat1
r.;mpcror '!
Answer: Because it's Nero (near-0)

-

C-1-B -

THE THREE GIGGLATEERS
The Three Gigglateers, you all know
them well,
They can laugh and talk, but they cannot spell;
History to them is absolutely no cinch,
When asked any que<;tions you shoula
see them flinch!
There is one who is tall, and built very
lean,
And wears a red coat, that is easily seen.
The next one in line is of middling
height;
She might be snobbish, but she's all
right.
,\ ml last but not least comes the sawed
off shrimp
Who is crazy and funny and does not

primp.

We make a great racket, but in the enn
we mean well.
We may pass this year, we can never
te1l;
We stick right together a11 through lhu
year,
And an• called the 'Sandwich", or Thl·
Three Gigglateers.

EDITH MACMILLAN.

A ('ATAS1'R0PHE

Annie and Lillian were fooling,
The teacher was alert;
lfo said: "Take this waste-paper t·a11
And pick up all the dirt".
They looked just like garbage men,
A ntl at·ted like them, too;
But alas! at the end of colle<·ting,
The bottom of the basket fell throuJ.!'h.
IR.IDNE BELL.

ALARM

l lhink the sky is going lo fall! The
laziest girl in ClB did her homework
last night.

NEWS - C-1-C.
Itt•m One-Mr. Dean, our home teacher, was married during the Christmas holidays. The
dass sincerely wishes him the best of
luck and bright years to follow.

Item TwoCharles Rusnok, an artist of no mean
ability, recently showed bis great talenl
by painting the scenery for the "Boston
Tea Party". It is rumoured that but for
the timely appearance of Charles t.hc
play would have had to be abandoned.

Item Three-

WOULDN'T IT BE A MIRACLE IF:
MacDonald did his homework!
Bayes forgot his gum!
Vie made a mistake in typing!
~arDonald passed in Book-keeping!
.fones handed in his penmanship budgets!
Giles got 'A' in grammar!
Lauzon ran the hundred in 14.3 seconds!
Dool forgot his glasses!
Lauzon forgot his girl's telephone num-

ber!
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OUR CLASS - C-1-D
C-i!:, for courtesy in which we abound.
I - ii; for interest which always is found.
D-is for duty our only hope and joy.
C-1-D., the class where our time we employ!

SOLID, TOO
Teacher: Beryl, give me an example of
the <•xpansion of solids.
Ben!: Well. um-er-a, I don't know; but
,~hen I got hit on the bead with a
bast.>ball bat it expanded.
Teacher: Very good, Beryl, very good.

HERE WE ARE!

One of our best musicians is gl'adually
pil·king up sufficient courage to enter
the school orchestra.

• • •

A-is for Annie, a slim girl and fair.
H - i::; for Bernadean with wavy brown
hai1·.

C-is for Cntherine, very funny indeed.
D- is for Doris who does not like to
l'<>tUJ.

!<~- is for I<;dna whose head is aflame.
F~ is .for I•'lorencc' very nearly the
i;anw.

c: - is for Gt•or,rina who stood fifteenth
in Lhis class.
TI - i:- for lfolen who walks on the gras:,.
J - is for Insane, which we are not.
,J - is for .Joyce who has Juts of pep got.
K- is for Katharine who listens for tlw
hell.
[,- is for Laura who does her wol'k well.
.\1 is for Mary who is generous aml
kind.
N-is for Nobody so thaL you won't
find.
0 -is for Olga who bounces like a hall.
P - i:s for Phyllis who is not very Lall.
Q- is for Quick and we always are that.
R- is for Roma who is anything but fat.
S- is for Susan; easily she gets along.
'l'- is for 1'echnical-the school whert•
Wl' helong.
U- is for Ur~ent, the teacher's 11assword.
\'- i~ for Veronica who warbles like :t
hirtl.
W- is for Woo]ga1·, which ends this sho1t
history
,\ hout the pupils in our class-the clasi:.
of t-I-D.

EVAPORATION
Instructor (to pupils): Who will give an
e:xample of evaporation?
-(A few minutes silence).
Instructor: Well, if your mother washes
and hangs her clothes out on a wartn
clry day, what will happen?
Bright Pupil: They will evaporate!
We would advise Aggie to be careful
about washing her face on a warm dry
day.

• • •

Doris .:\1: I took fi1-i:;t prize in the oratorical contest.
.Joyce: ThaL's iine, isn't it?
Doris M: Yl!S, I got a block away anti
then they <'aught me.

• • •

Yesterday Clara said that Earl Haig
wa::; <lead.
Roma uskc•tl: "Doc•s he come Lo T1•1'h ·? ·•
What·~ the ui,;e, Miss Gr<.'en!
THE PRII>E OF TECH
On the Soulh Side lies lho pride of 'fec11.
,\ nd u ver~· good class it is too!
'1 his form is made u1> of a b"l'oup of girls
ln nun1ber · forty-two.
Thl•y're a very K<>otl natured anti jolly
hrnoil;
Pl•1·haps you wonder what form it t·ould
ho
Who alwayc: cln just what they shoulil:
Wl•ll I'm talking of C-1-D.
FOR:\1 NEWS FROM C-1-E
C-1-E ii< proud lo know that the two
highesL marks in physiography among
the first. forms were obtained by lhi::<
fnl'lll,

,\I arg-aret 1'homC'll is al ways crack in).('
jokes, so we tall her Pat.
Th is form is noted for not having many
ah:-entecs.
Iris Bond is always getting a hea<luehP
in !->horlhantl Period. So .sorry! Poor Iris!
T-1-A
T l .A has several athletes, chief of
whom are Omar Drouillard who is on th1;
Ilotkey ttiam, and William McDonaltl
who is on the .Soccer team. In Basketball are :\lcGarvey and Valentine on the
Intermediate team, Zmarzly on the Inlt•rmecliate and Junior teams, and B.
.Johnson on the Junior team. Westo11
,mu Valentine are on the Track team.
Another notorious character in ou1·
midst is Clare Hinman who has the record of being absent most frequetly.
TIA's c:hampion blarkhoard artists an•
Gerald Toop and Orlo Reid, whose skill
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in drawin~ ~l\Ch other is !'<'ally amazing.
But, then. practiee makes 1wrfcl·t.
!':ext l'Omcs Bcnndt. If he could twist
his brain as he can twist his body, he
would be some scholar!
PPter Urie is the next \'iclim. He is
TIA's Goliath aml he is the tallest perMn in the elass. In fact ht• i:; so Lall
that he <·omes to sl'hool wearing a furlined cap und eaa·nrnrr~.
Ou1· orators fll'l' Logan ancl Stock\\cll,
who l'OUld persuad<' :1 holin into s1wnding his last dollar on a hook ahout whnl
the well-dressed man will wear. ..0111 lhen
make him Lhink tha~ it was a bargain
and he was lucky to ~t·t it so t•heHJl!
Logan, Beecroft and Nyholm are hy
far lhe smallest boys in lhe dass, buL
that is nil ri1,.d1l lit>1·ause if an old ,.;ayin,a
is tnw, then• is gootl sluff in little bundles!
;\,!ORRIS DUFF'Y

NOA II REAU ~l F:
T-1-1>. OUR PRIDE
Teeh, Tech is gnotl enough for me,
The rnrm that I likl· hest is 1'.1.D.
We have lots of fun with wmk besides,
But we ~<) tu il williugly a)l(l keep up
all nm· pri<le.

ROY WAL)1SLEY

T-1-E
The boys from TlE were going

to write half of the "Yea1· Book··,
bu l this is all!
THEODORE LAZUREK
'rHE CLASS OF 1'-1-E
The hoys hy the windows all sit,
ln E·n~lish and Ilistol'y they move a bit.
The fifth spn<·e they think is time for
fun,
But so.netimes forget lunch is yet Lo
come.
We're fourteen ~iris, the boys outnumber us twice,
But when we're all together, we look
pretty nice;
At 1·el'C:!SS and lunch, in fact all the time,
We march down the halls in double line.
When ;\Jr. Sirrs stands there, the boys
arc very quick;

For ther all know if they aren't, they'll

g;et the stick.
\Vhen exams come en•ry one works like
a bee,
l•'or there is not ;mother l'lass as good
as T. I. 'K
IRENE WA'!'SON

OCR CLASS C·l-1•'
Our form is the best in the school,
Bf!l·aul'~ our time we 1wver fool:
V..'e know our work on examination day,
BN·ause our time we never waste away.
Our class works from nin1: to three.
For w~ are husy, a:- busy can be;
Hut oftl•n times Wl' han• to he penalized,
Po1· this our forlll i,; not suq1risctl.
Edith llowSt• stands firsl in <Hit' <·lnss,
With Sylvia l\JillPr standing- lal'l.
Sonw girl,; work. other g-il'l~ pltty,
For they will l<·iu·n some olher tlay.
Wt• like arithmetic and :,tl'11oj!rnphy;
But forgot. to rn~ntion physiography.
W l' all hope lo ill' :-tenographers,
Ilut so11w of us will he bonk-kcepl'rs.

VIOLA

r..:.nnm

.\lll::-I<',\1, 1-F
'!'here are c1uill· :t nulllht•r nf pupil!\
in C-1-F thal can piny tht• piano an<l
other musi('al in~trumenls including Uw
saxaphom•, violin. mouth-organ t·tc. Oh!
I forgot to say that EVER YO NE rn11
11lay the \'idrola with a lilt It• pi-aclit·1•.

BASKETBALL
C-1-l•' played a basketball game with
Wyandottte public school team and unfortunately lost. We hope to have another game with Vicloria School.
The players ai-e: Helen Semak, Muriel
Long, Hazel Clinansmilh, Bessie Waterman, Blon<lie Histt!d and Sylvia i\IillPl'.

* * *

C.1.F ii; our class name;
W. W.T. is our station.
Typing and Stenography
Is hoped to be our occupation.
GERTRUD!~ IIISTEl>

JCNIOR TECHXIC.AL II.
Impossibilities Would it not be funny if:
William Begley was a studious person!
Agnes Glenn was not always talkini.!!
Eva Wesloski was not always giggling!
Earl Gourley coul1l find his seat when
he came into a room!
F1·ank Doran forgol hi~ gum!
Bill Fecleg left. the gfrl~ in pea<'e!
• Christine Sime Niud not tulk. !

* • *
We are all very sorry to hear of William Begley's misfortune.
He broke his knee in the gym whill'
playing basket.ball.
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A Student's N1q;htlllilPe,
The NithtBeio:re The

* :Final Exun's
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Bt•rnice-( Home from Jwr first day ut
s1·hool), Mother, tlw teacher t1sked n
(tUl·stion nt school that no one in tht>
re,0111 C"ou lcf answer but me.
;\lotlwr-( Proudly I, '!'hat's fi,w. Whal
was it'!
Bl•rnicc
She ni;kPcl whnL our l<>lcJJhorw uumhl'r is.

• ••
l\lathemntics

Sm ah
hnve nddcd tl1csc figurr_-; up
t<•n times, ~fr Sriglcy.
:\I r. Sri1d(•y C:01Jd girl.
Sarah And hc•1·c arc the t(•n :mswt•rs,
Mr. Sriglt·y.

• • •
Economics

)lr. Wood
Phyllis'!

What is life insurance,

I hylli!;: It'~ ket!ping a mnn po111· all
his Iift. RO lw c·m1 die rich.

•••
I~tl11•l

(Who is taking piano lessons,
grindt•r), llnw many hours :1
clny clo you hu vc lo practic::e '!
tu

01·,.r:111

• • •
"l'm i-orry lo have to do this," said
.Johnny, as he spr1•ncl jam on the cal's

fncc ''but I <"an't have moth1•r thinking
il'~ me.''

• • •

"Ike Newton harl (he 1101w when Jw
Wl'lll to S<'hool."

''How's that?''
"They say he used to put quicksaml
in the teacher's hourglass :-o fi!I lo shortt•n the pPriod."

• • •
Etlitor-Hnve you ever read proof?
Appli<'nnt-No, who wrote it?

N1•llic-"\\'h\· was Solomon sul'l1 a
wi~t· fC'llow?" ·
l.enora-"Bccausc h,• had so many
,~ h t•i. lo advise him."

. .. .

T<•11rhcr-What. is
"c1uoru111 ?''
l:ata<·n• (l,righlly)
l'ish arn kl·llt."

the

meaning of

"A

plart• whe1·1•

• • •
Gata,'H! (11ighL hcforc cxar11s)-"Wl!II
A udn•y, ( flipping l'<1i11) if it <·omes heads
WI' go lo the f'a!Hl'(', Ullcl j f it COllll'S
t:lib WC' gn to Llu., Capitol.''
Audrey "Yeh, and if it sl.llntls 011 lhe
t•dv;,·, \\c'll go homP anti study."

•

• •

Things Chat are n Uetrinwnt to Sch1H1I
Life:

Oratoriral Conl1•st,:; wcn• ,Jis(·ovenitl to
give studl•nts pal11italio11 of the lwarl.
Pu11ils who ha,.,. nm·c enter<'d into th1•sP
,·onlcsls are 111•,·cr the 8nnl<' ngnin.

• • •
Comptomcters, I>alton;;, Burrough!;The men who invented these machines
hav<• done mor-0 hnrm thnn good. Most
pupils do Mt U!lc their brnin!! anyhow,
1,uL things ha,·t~ l,l'Cn turning from hue!
to wm"Se. You cn n 't get n JJU pil to ucld
up a line of fib"Urcs witl1out a machine.

. . ..

Physiography
Tcnd1e1·-What i~ F.,arlh "!
Pupil-A i;olid substance much dcsir• <'d by the :-casi1•k.

• • •
Dick-1\ly dad is an Elk, n Lion, n
Moose nnd an Eagle.
i\fil·kcy-What docs it cost to sec him?

The Windsor-Walkcr\'illc Tcch11ical School Y<!a1· Book
How to Advertise
.Tones answered an adverfo;ement and
sent a dollar for four pairs of socks.
When thev arrived. he looked tlwm
over and then wrote the advertiser:
"Socks received.
The patterns art•
vile. I wouldn't be seen on the street
with them on."
Bat·k Came Lhe Answer:

"What are you ohj(>rtinir to? Didn't
we .l!llarantco you wouldn't wear lhelll
uuL'!"

• * •
True Enough
Professor- When was Ronw l>Uill ''
Studenl,-At nil!ht.
Professor-Where did you get your
answer?
Student-Well, Rome wasn't huilt •
a day.

•

Try <1 n<l. ~e f <1wcty From.
Thi~ f;Ja.d HaA.bit.
0'rl scA oo l DltJ 3 ..
k

,,
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At the Game
Calckccper--How'd you get in'!
Laford-On my friend's ticket.
Gatekl·e11er-And where's your friencl '!
La l'orct-Oh, he'<; at home looking- for
hi,; lickct.

• • •
Late Ai.rain
Basil So I hear you clied on your
,, a:o,' to the office and :uwecl your life.
S,·nUy-Yes, the principal would lHlv1•
lakl!n it anyhow.

Tlw prize for the l,csl humour ha!;
been awarded to Helen Garfat. 'l'hu
jud~es hclievcd Helen de:-erved the prize
bcl·ausc her jokes concerned the school
and were lhc most orig-inal.
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BUYERS

OF PRINTING

are fast learning that they get

just what they pay for.

t

!
I
I

I

i

'ii

t
i

I

''•
•

Advertisers and buyers of printing used to
look for bargains on every printing job. "How
much? .. was their middle name and printers had
to under bid each other to get the job. To make
any profit at all the printer had to skimp on press
work and paper.
Today. buyers of printing are fast learning
that good work is obtained only from good printing on good paper. Beating down the printer's
price is "going out," for it neither paid buyer nor
printer.
You get just what you pay for-good printing on good paper means more effective resultsmeans profitable work and prosperity for the
printer and buyer.

'I'

\\'INDSOR, ONTARIO

Office an<l Factory

178 Sandwich St. West

'l'elephone

Seneca 666

Tho Wind:-or-Walkcrvillo Technical Schoo) Year Book
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INSIST ON

WALKERSIDE
PRODUCTS
i
i

I

PURE FRESH MILK ( CLARIFIED), CREAl\l,
BUTTER, BU'l'TERl\IILK, HONEY, CHEESE,
APPLES, AND \VALKERSIDE ICE CREAM.

t

'

:
t

t

WALKERSIDE. LIMITED
Burnside 980-981

,valkcrvi11c

'
0

Correct Dress
Spells Success
Before you can . ell yourself to
somebody else you must be sold to
youn;elf. The confi<lent man lands
what he goes after; the diffident man
land::; outsidt•. Clothes make a cliffcrcm·c.
If you're young, correct dothcs
give poist.'-if you 're older, correct
clothes give youth. To both. correct
clothe:,; are a m•eessity in this day of
prosperity and progress-of youth
and vigor. STATHAM Clothes wi"J
asrnrc correct dress fur Spring.

STATHAMS
142 OUELLETTE AVE.

··--- -

---------------------

(

.,.
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It
i

"The /Husical Centre
of the Border Cities''

'

~teinway

i

I

a~,!n~~~:r

Pianos

BAND and ORGH~STRA

OHTIIOPHONTC

VICTROLAS
$115 to $775

Ii

AUTOMATIC VICTROLAS

j

* RADIOS

INSTRUMENTS
Complete Stock - Easy 'ferms

ELEGTROLAS, ETC.

*

Hight•sl Grade Mak~ Easy Terms.

VICTOR

;;~~~i~ RECORDS

SHEET MUSIC 1lugic Books - -

-

Studies

Player Rolls

Cabinets

,'

l

!
i

DUO-.\RT R8PRODUUING PIANOS

',·

t

_.,.

-

1
1

i

'I
,i.

,:
t'

Benches

!
Grinnell Eros~
II
I---·--··-___,J~;~;~;:~~----·-·--·--·-·Y
I

"E=,ything in th• R,olm of Mu,k"

I

University of Western Ontario

I
i
i

·I;
I

LONDON, CANADA.
ARTS

MEDICINE

PlTBI.lC

H Er\l.TH

Pass Junior Matriculation admits to undergraduate
General Course in Arts
General Course in Secretarial Science
General Course leading to the degree of Bachelor of
Science in Nursing (B.Sc.)
Six-year Course in Medicine
Honor Matriculation in four specified subjects admils to undergraduate
Honor Courses in Arts leading to Specialist Certificates
of Department of Education of Ontario
Honor Course in Commercial Economics
Honor Courses in Mathematics and Commerce, Chemistry
and Commerce. Physics and Commerce
Honor Course in Science and Medicine (Combined)
Public Health Courses (1 year) for graduate doctors and
nurses.
For announcements and information about scholarships, matricu1ation
courses, etc., write:

K. P. R. NEVILLE, Ph.D., Registrar

I
I'i
j
i

I
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I

TOP COATS

CHRYSLER
Distributors

AND SUITS.
HATS

and

i

I
•t

SALES

•I

AND
SERVICE

i

!l56 Ouellette Avenue
Windsor, Ontario

:

Charles Porter

I

Auto Sales Co. Limited

:'

Sen. 681

j

•:••_.,._..,.......... 1')~ 1>........... ,....,,,._.1,_ 1•- ··-

•:•-. . - ~

!

Compliments
of

The Gelber
Furniture
Company

II

1

for
Essex County.

!

HABERDASHERY

!

n~

1---.i:,.-,

i

I

I
I

I
1

:
I

Il
._..•:.

,~,,....,,t.._..,.._ _.f,_......_1t.•+

i

Central Hardware
16 Pitt St. West

i

I
1

II

WIND80U, ON1'AUJO
*

Seneca 1117 *

Headquarters for

45 Sandwich St. East
Windsor, Ontario
,., Seneca 1166 *

GENERAL
HOUSEHOLD
HARDWARE

and

L_._::~:-._._-1
.
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SWEET SIXTEEN
and never beenEQUALLED!
TllA'l"S THE STORY IN A
NUTSHELL 01<'
CHBRNIAK'S
NEW SMART

·=· ,_.. ,_. _.,.. _.-, ........_. ._.,.- ,.

•

. - 1 . . . .4 . . . .. ~

·~ · · ·

•

i

t

'iI

I

't

i
t
i
i
t

j

·,·

f

Are You Building
This Year?

See Our Lots in
\VALKERVTLLl;-;.
)IOl>l<~ltATELY
PHH'ED-

COATS $16. oo DRESSES

I

See thci-e, Tech. Misses and
Teachers! The clever, original styll·s will particularly
a1111eal to you! I•'or Dres!-<,
S1mrl or School wear, you'll
.,., ant nothing better.
\\ hf'n next you go !'iho11t1i11g,
~ec these ..... ithout fail!

I'

i

f
I

i

I

l'

Land & Building Co. ,

I

-EASY

I

Walkerville

1

e
I

,

'

II

CHEllNIAK'S

:

i

\VALKERVILLE, ONT.

" Credit Gladly Dept. St.ores''

i

:

105-111 SANDWICH ST. E.

'I

Burnside •1000

"
a'

t

3a~I OUELLET'rE AVE.

i

t

i

•:.,.-............ ·~·~ ...... -

•:•,_.0.-.11.-. - ,..... ---~ ......,... ..-.,~...... ,._. •:•

i
t

'n~Ri\IS

it
i
I
1.-.- ..-.,•..., ,_.. ...-..,.-. •!•

···.--

- -!.~

!,

•
_=1;·V···-~v:r;

COMPLIMENTS OF

J. BECKER COMPANY, Ltd.
26 Chatham Street, West

Distinctive Wearing Apparel
for

Ladies & Gentlemen
HOME OF

Cf

THE TEN PAYMENT PLAN

u

-·
Extended Terms without Extra Charge

* --- _:.:---;.,,--.·:, _ - ----~
- ---..---~
- - =- ._:.

~·

-=-
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Compliments
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Cl1ick
Co11tracti112
Con1.11a11)"

Li111.itecl
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Cl-iick

'

Fuel & Supply

'iI

Compa11J'

i

I

I~imited
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McDOUGALL STREET
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WINDSOR. ONT
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Flor

i

i
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I

Cadwell Sand & Gravel Co.

I
iI

i~8 SANDWICH STl{EET, \Vl~ST,

'ii

'
f

\VINDSOR

t

i

l'IION I!: SE~~G.\ ~HOO.

.:•.-.,,.....~

· · · · ~ ·~

I

1·

-

I

I

Limited

I
I

'
i

"Better Building Materials"

J

I
!

I
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Wc have a Complete Line of

:

RANGES. \VA'T ER HEATERS

I
t
:

F'URNACE BURNERS.
INCINERATORS,
ETC.

:,

The Windsor ·Gas Co., Ltd.

I

12!) CHATHA.i\I ST.. WEST.

.

•
I

iI
I

"II<' DON!..: WITH llE,\T;

YOU GAN DO IT
lll<.:TTER Wl'l'll G.\S'',

i

I

•!•

i
I
•
i

Ij
t

I
I,

'
•
t

i

i
I

Seneca 34jt

t

I
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'l'hc Wi11ilsor-W~1lkt·rvill<• Tcchnkal

8l·ho11)

Ycur Ilook
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i
i

I

I

THE

I

UNDERWOOD
TYPEWRITER

''

is the choice ·

I

!

I

of

CHAMPION

.I

TYPISTS

:{. :{. 22% Faster than any other Typewriter

¥

¥

SPECIAL RENTAL RATES TO STUDENTS

I
•i

$:3.00 PER MONTH

I

United Typewriter Co. Ltd.

I'

I

Sen. 2898

a

58 \Vest Pitt St.

Wimb,11·

I

•••.~ .~...-........ ,,_..,~ ,.._..,.._.. _ _...... .._l._.,~,._.,._..,.._..,,_.,,._.,,..... .._,..._. ..-....-....-.., -
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THE NEW CAR

Those who have ridden in this HISTORY-MAKIN()
CAR are astounded at its wonderful performance
and easy riding qualities.
A Demonstration on request
Call Seneca 3456

Universal Car Agency, Limited
i8 WYANDOT'l'E STREE'r EAST

,Y/Jiia,
'
•
~
T

~~\.,~

(Jiu, '7lenL fa,u,dinn

ear-

:,
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~~~~
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I

I

I
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CHAIN

1
;
t
J
1

RED & WHITE

STORES

THE LARGEST CHAIN OF GROCERY STORES
AND MEAT MARKETS IN WESTERN ONTARIO.

QUALITY

SERV-US

.FAIR PRICEH

Those Who Know Tell Us-

I

It pays to buy quality foods. Beti.er health, better :--atisfaction and. in the long ruu, greater i::aving~ arc the re~mlt
of this careful investment in the necessities of life.
Courteous, prompt and interest Serv-us of Reel and
\Vhite Store owners makes folks like to deal at thc:a-e sfore:a-.
Fair prices are always right prices from every standpoint. There·s a Reel and White Store near you.
Read our advertisement eYery Thursday in The Star!

't

Save at Red & White Stores

11

i
1

t
-

'i
1

i

•
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You'll Drink
IT AGAIN!

'

'
;

GOLD MEDAL

I'

COFFEE

i

PACKED BY

I,
:'
'I
I

I

,'
J1

I
!

CASH-

I

CREDIT-

'

if you have it.

if wanted.

I

Meretsky &Gitlin
National Grocers i'
I
Daylight
Co. Limited I' ii Furniture
Store

•:••- 11....

j - ·' -

. . . . . . _ ,, . .,
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Your Grocer will i;;upply
you.

i:
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GIIATIIAl\I ST.

at Pelissier.

'i
f

I
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Chasing
Rainbows
JNone sense modern folk migl1t hl' called rain-

bow chasing people .i uclging by the pronounced
\'Ogue for color. For color is becoming a fal'1 or
in practically eYeryl hing, from automobiles lo
poll~ and pans.

l\lighty practical rainbow cha:-1,ing, though. For
color cheerR and satisfies. Like musk or flower:-.,
it ii- a uni\'ersal language.

I

i

i

'ii

II
i
t
i
t

'

I
i

I

The sloC'k8 in this store refleC'l \'cry ddinit<.>lr
this vogllP for eolor, again clemonslrnting Smith 's
alert ncss to e,·ery nt'\\' trend and ]ll'l'fct·<'IH'l'.

The C. H. SMITH Company
LI M ITED

''A Gcent Storr. Keepin~

Pll<'P

with the- Growth ol

,"I

Grt>rrt Community"

1-_,_--·---·-·--·-·--·--·- ------·- --1
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No Meal is Complete Without ,I
f

I

+o+o++++++o++++++++++++++o+++++++++++

WESGATE'S
;'
·
,I~
I ICE CREAM

'

I;:::·•;:::·:.,,,.,.:,·•·>•·,;::·;::•·:·::~e

i

Burnside 486

t

I
'

i
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DEPENDABLE SERVICE
WET WASH

ROUGH DRY

8Ei\Il-FlXlSHRD and

t

o.-., •:•

~··- ·f.....,•:•
i
1

'I'Il1UJl'T-T

PINISIIED FAiIILY

i
i

I

I

I
'
'

Ii

:t

Ii

Ii

t
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I

t

~

i

r
tf

I
I

S<.>1<'1'1 Your S<'r, ke and Wt>'ll Guarantee Satisfaction.
Pri•·es ar,, C••!l'l;:;t~nt with <;ood \Vurkman~hi11

i

•

White Laundry & Dry Cleaning Co.

I

I
•.;• -

~cm•l'a 24i-l2

!I:? I WY.\i\DOTTJ<~

-..,1......._~.._...,....Q._..,,..... ...- ...... ._.,,.... ,_ .,._..,_

ST. E.

Senct:a 248~

I
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''l

Windsor Ice and
Coal Co. Limited

I

l

'

FOR SERVICE
I

Telephone Burnside ;3750

Ii

1100 McDO UGALL ST.

'l--·---·- ·- ·- ·- ·- ·- -l
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Mll_J K

I

f
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t

EACll STUDENT SHOULD
DRI~K ONE QUART OF
OUR PASTEURIZED

'

MILK DAILY

j

I

I
i

.\

uh one ea 11 " ill brin g o u r
~ervin• lo >o ur door

I,

FOR SCHOOL BOYS A N D GIRLS
Guoron l ced r,I cou rae

i

i

I
t

i
I
i

i

I

F ine White Gold F illed Cases.
15-J ewelled i\lovements

'

$15.00 Special

!

t

each mornin g.

i

G. \Y. BALLANTYNE. Prt-s.

\

!I
i

I

LI MITE C>

'

f

t

I Windsor Creamery
'i

!

8cn.•ms

-

313 Pitt St. E.

•tI

l

•:•~· ._.,..~.-,...1- -•1- -I}- ~ ._.,~ _ .,I__ ,.......•.•

I,
t

Fine Sturd y Caf!es.
1a-.Je" elled 'Movements
LeaU,er S trap

I

l

$10.00 and u p '

JNO. A. NASH, Ltd.
306 OUELLETTE AVE,

WINDSOR

•

•:•~,..._. .-.. ....~ j,.....,._......,..,._.i.~..-..~ .........
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"A City of Homes"
,Vhen Your School Days are oYer, your duty,
as good citizens, is to make your City
the best in the Country.

1
1

l
.

i
i
I

Let Everyone Own A Home

II

START NOW PLANNING FOR YOUR FUTURE HOME!

I'

l

We Offer Our Particular Service.

I

Windsor Lumber Co., Ltd.

I

CAMERON AND WYANDOTTE

f

and you will accomplish much towards this end.

I
i

I

I
i
i

Phones: Seneca 2900-1-2-3-4

i
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I

M A KE YOUR HOME

!

AND

,1

i

COMFORTABLE FOR THE
WINTER MONTHS

!

I

w ARM

i
j

STORM WINDOWS AND STORM
DOORS ARE FUEL SAVERS !

i
t

f

Call Burnside 1900 and We Will Measure Your Doors
and Windows.

1'_

'i

OUR MILLWORK EXCELS.

f

ESTIMATES CHEERFULLY GIVEN

t,i
I

i

I
!

t

f

'

t

I Walker Sons Ltd. I
Ii

.
I

WALKERVILLE
Lumber

Mill Work

Boxes

II
i
'
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"The World's Best"
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PIANOS :

II

"Ye Olde Firme"

I

I
I
I
-

We Also Sell

BRUNSWICK AND VICTOR
PHONOGRAPHS.
BRUNSWICK PANATROPES

II
't
i

I
t
'
1,
-_

Sold on Easy Terms.

I'

HEINTZMAN HALL

It
I

i

I

co.

HEINTZMAN &
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Seneca 608

Windsor
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nsurance

Is one of the thin g!\ that cannot with safety be put off till
to-morrow. The time to take
out property insurance is the
minute you realize you arc
r unning a chance of property
dama ge or loss.
Whether you want insurance on home, automobilc and
pe1 ~onal possessions, or on
the stock, equipment and ac•
tivities of your business, we
can give you dependable protection-at once.

Gordon D. Wickett
LIMITED

200 Victoria Ave.
WINDSOR
SENECA 136
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"STANDARD'' PLUMBING
FIXTURES
PLUMBERS' SUPPLIES
PIPE & PIPE F ITTINGS

i

FACTORY SUPPLIES
PULLEYS AND BELTI NG
BAR A.ND SHEET IRON
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"PE)ERLESS" Radiators
"PEASE" F urnaces
"ARCO" Boilers

'

BUILDERS' HARDWARE
"STANLEY" TOOLS
NAI LS

J. T. Wing & Co.
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Limited

I

335 Pitt St. Eas t

-~

Windsor, Ont.
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